TUNBRIDGE WELLS BOROUGH URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING DOCUMENT
CONSULTATION RESPONSE REPORT 01 JUNE TO 13 JULY 2015
Sections 1 and 2
Section 1: Introduction sets out the background and purpose of the document and Section 2: Policy Context explains the planning policy context and some of the other relevant, supporting strategies.
Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

UDF_1

Ms Clare Caless

Yes

UDF_7

Mr/Mrs Terry

Yes

UDF_8

Ms Margot Macfarlane

TWBC Response

I think it would be very convenient if the Library in the Respondent is correct – this specific
Centre of Tunbridge Wells had a book bin that
comment is not relevant for the UDF
allowed people to be able to return their library books
into the bin outside the library opening hours - ideally
in a way that can easily be done from a car.

TWBC Recommendation

None

At present returning books involves parking your
vehicle and going into the library during it's opening
hours or driving to another library that has an out of
hours service. An out of hours 'drive by' style drop off
bin would help busy people such as working parents
who cannot always visit the library to return books
during it's opening hours and the street directly
outside the library seems a suitable location for this.
If the book bin were well positioned it could simply
allow people to drive up to the bin and to pop their
books straight in without them having to leave the
car, park etc. I think this would help encourage
literacy as well as help those who are time-poor particularly for those who cannot afford to buy books.
It could be included on another trip such as a schoolrun etc.
I'm not sure if this is a suitable suggestion for
Planning Framework but I hope you are able to action
this suggestion in some way.
UDF_9

Ms Margot Macfarlane

I'd like to suggest that Tunbridge Wells trial it's major Car park charging is not directly part of an None
shopping car parks in Tunbridge Wells so they have a UDF.
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Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?
15 minute or 20 minute free parking time period. I
understand that there is a 10 minute free parking
grace period but being realistic, this often only allows
a single (and very rushed) errand.
Allowing an additional 5 or 10 minutes would allow
busy people the chance to run two or three errands
without being penalised for not spending a full hour
and I think this would encourage people to make use
of the shops in the town centre more frequently possibly at times of the day when the shops are less
busy. In Britain we seem to be ever-complaining
about the reduction of the role of the High Street or
Town Centre but we also seem to be ignoring the
factors that are directly contributing toward this. I
believe parking provides one barrier to healthy High
Streets and thriving Town Centres.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

The Borough Council accepts that the
role of the town centre needs to adapt to
change.

Already adequately referred to. No
further changes recommended

Para 1.1.8 of the consultation draft
recognises this. The document also refers
at para 2.2.2 specifically to DCLG
document on Re-imaging urban spaces to
help revitalise our high streets.

At present the parking system discriminates against
Pay on exit may possibly be a solution. It
people who like to do quick trips to the shops on a
is understood that this is being trialled in
frequent basis. I think this lessons the community
the Great Hall Car park.
interaction that the ethos of a 'Town Centre' should
encourage in a community such as Tunbridge Wells. I
also think such an approach would encourage cashrich commuters to visit the Town Centre more often to
make their purchases rather than doing these online
(or to order these online and to collect from stores in
the Town Centre) and that this would likely assist
local traders and help regenerate shopping in the
Centre of Tunbridge Wells. I don't believe there is any
merit in the argument that cash-rich people are
happier to pay for parking than other people and I
think a trial would show that the current thinking on
this is simply wrong.

None

I believe that Parking fees for short visits provide a
big psychological barrier to busy people with limited
time to pop into shops - perhaps particularly in
Tunbridge Wells where, depending on where you
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Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

might park your car and in conjunction with Pay by
Phone it sometimes takes up to 7-10 minutes to get a
signal and darting about the Victoria Centre to get
signal and to simply pay for your parking your vehicle Making the town more attractive and
in order to access the Town Centre.
accessible is supported. Also
encouraging linked trips and longer stays
Many local businesses are reportedly suffering from
the amount of business that is being transferred from in the town centre.
local shopping to internet purchases at present. I
believe that one reason for this is the inflexibility that
a minimum of one hour parking for quick trips into
British Town Centres instills in a community.
Stretching the payment free period for parking in
Tunbridge Wells would also encourage people who
do not work outside the home and who may be
budget conscious and isolated to visit their local
Town Centre more often eg helping to keep older
people active, home workers more connected to their
local community and give isolated and cash-strapped
parents of young children the opportunity to visit the
shops without having to pay £1.40 each time they do
so.

TWBC Recommendation

No change within UDF

Car park charging regime is beyond the
scope of the UDF, but the comment will
be forwarded onto the appropriate
service.

Quick trips to the Town Centre in Tunbridge Wells on
5 days a week at around £1.40 a day entails a cost of
£7 a week or £350 a year. This might initially not
seem a lot to many people living in Tunbridge Wells
but for many, this is a significant amount of money
that might indeed provide a barrier to them using the
shops in the centre of town. It also seems possible
that this £1.40 fee for parking a car for several
minutes still likely also provides a significant
subconscious barrier to those who aren't so budget
conscious - eg even people who are simply busy and
have a lot on their mind - particularly given that some
parts of the car park don't have a good wifi signal and
the fact it can take several minutes to pay the parking
on your phone - it's not much fun having to rush in
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Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Installation of Wi Fi in the town centre is
being investigated.

None

and out of Boots, Gap etc simply trying to get a signal
to pay the car parking fee and clearly doesn't provide
a conducive shopping environment.
Also, at present for commuters who work either full
time or part time in places such as London seem
more likely to instead run errands while there as the
result of a lack of convenience regarding 'quick trips'
in the limited time they have locally. It seems likely
the local shops are likely missing out on business
from these time-poor cash-rich commuters who it
seems likely might make 2/3 impulse or unplanned
purchases while running a quick errand in the Town
Centre. An increase in incidental business would no
doubt help encourage local business and help
regenerate the Town Centre as a result. (Grabbing
something from the Body Shop or L'Occitane or even
something like a hair conditioner or ducking into
Fenwick to replace a makeup product are tasks that
that might only take 2 or 3 minutes each).
As Part of the Planning Consultations for Tunbridge
Wells I hope you are able to look into the possibility of
trialling such a 20 minute free parking scheme in car
parks located near shopping areas such as the
Victoria Centre. If such a scheme proved successful it
might help assist not just the centre of Tunbridge
Wells to work better and to improve quality of life for
the entire community but perhaps might also help
assist many other towns in the UK that are facing
similar (and perhaps worse) issues.
UDF_10

Ms Margot Macfarlane

I am wondering if the Council have researched the
availability of mobile phone GSM coverage as well as
free wifi coverage in Community Areas of Tunbridge
Wells such as shopping areas and looked at how
they might improve areas that need but do not

Across the county there are also
proposals to improve access to fibre
superfast optic broadband.
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

presently have this?
In addition to wifi coverage being an area for possible
improvement I would also point out that it seems
ridiculous that retailers might bemoan a fall in foot
traffic in shopping areas when some shops do not
even have mobile phone signal in some shops.
(Some shops also seem to have mobile signal
blockers which also seems rather problematic for
those in the community relying on mobile phone
coverage in order to simply receive calls etc).
It is clearly not conducive to the community not to
have mobile phone coverage and free wifi access for
those trying to meet each other at shopping centres
or even simply be a modern family trying to get
through weekend shopping tasks where parents need
to head in different directions to get their errands
completed before trying to telephone in order to meet
up with one another again.
In 2015 it also seems rather churlish to expect the
community to go into a Starbucks or another coffee
shop in order to be able to access wifi.
If other cities around the world are adopting blanket
coverage of free wifi (let alone mobile phone signal)
in order to make their communities work better, then
I'm wondering why Tunbridge Wells isn't also making
these kinds of improvements to benefit the
community.
UDF_11

Ms Margot Macfarlane

Something it is maybe also worth mentioning is that
many working parents in Tunbridge Wells seem to
have a nightmare with wraparound childcare - ie the
half hour or hour before kids are left at school or
when collecting them. I learnt when trying to book a
cab some months back that it is almost impossible at
some times of the day to book at cab in Tunbridge

None
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Wells because nearly all of the services str already
on permanent bookings by parents forced to put kids
into taxis to get them to school. I know some of my
neighbours with younger children have mentioned
such problems in the past and the problems it can
cause for working parents. To me this doesn't seem
like an ideal situation.
As the lack of a short time-frame childcare facility
seems to (particularly) cause a lot of upset for the
women who - for whatever reasons - often seem to
have to shoulder these kinds of issues, I am
wondering if the council has ever looked into helping
to facilitate the provision of early morning
childminders being located at schools in Tunbridge
Wells in order to assist parents who face these kinds
of issues? Teachers often seem to complain that they
are not a child-minding service but I wonder perhaps
if this is the case then this perhaps simply shows that
there is again a need for such services to be provided
in some schools.
I know some political parties suggested arranging this
via local councils in the last election but I'm not sure if
this is on the way or not.
I think it would be far preferable for parents to drop
their children off at school where they know there is a
registered and qualified child minder or teacher who
is available at a reasonable half-hourly cost rather
than simply piling them into cabs or leaving them on
their own until their cabs arrive.
Along my own street in Sandown Park which has a
high school, I've sometimes seen younger highschool students just sit and wait an hour or so for
their parents to arrive after school. Most concerningly
some of these children seem to sit on the kerb with
their feet in the gutter on dark winter days while they
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

look at books or gadgets and low wintertime visibility
for passing drivers means drivers can't always see
the children doing this. I haven't noticed it so much in
the last few months but I do think it clearly highlights
that there is a need for some parents to have some
type of affordable homework club for the hour before
and at the end of the school day. (The other issue I'd
suggest in terms of planning is that if kids are waiting
for parents along Sandown Park then it seems a
good safety idea for the Council to at least provide
seats that are set back from the road so the kids can
sit on these instead of automatically sit on the
footpath with their feet on the road).
I'm not sure if these issues fall into the Urban Design
Framework but I do think that affordable wraparound
childcare options that assist families to function are a
key community issue for those (taxpayers) in the
community who cannot afford nannies.

Not within the scope of the UDF

I hope this is something you can take into account as
well.

UDF_12

Ms Margot Macfarlane

Another quick thought - as there seem to be an
Not within the scope of the UDF
increasing number of empty retail spaces in the
centre of Tunbridge Wells, I am wondering if the
council can perhaps look at ways to create pop-up
technology training centres for those who require help
in building IT skills.
In the past the Conservatives have suggested that
they will provide a technology literacy training budget
in order to help improve Britain's digital technology so
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Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

if this funding is made available, it would seem a
good idea to utilise the empty retail space in the
Town Centre in order to help make this accessible
and cheap for the community.
A lot of elderly people for example seem to struggle
with IT and could probably benefit a great deal from
being IT literate while a lot of younger people could
benefit from building IT skills in a competitive
environment for finding jobs. People looking for work
can't always commit to set class times and providing
pop-up technology training centres in the Town
Centre that allow people the flexibility to simply spend
half an hour slots in building their IT skills in an
affordable and supportive environment would seem
like a sensible idea.
The cost of IT training is utterly exorbitant in the UK
and clearly courses that cost £500 a day are clearly
not affordable for many and are not in a learning style
that will suit all learners and I think the stats reflect
that the average technology learner only retains 9%
of what they learn on a day long tech training course
anyway so this would seem a rather poor investment
for many. There seems little reason that technology
training should be so expensive in the UK and not
everybody has access to PCs and software at home
nor the ability to simply buy a book and just 'get on
with it'. At present the cost of technology training for
individuals in the UK acts as a barrier to the nation
building it's technology skills and isolates those in the
community who could probably benefit most from
such training.
As this has been identified as a national priority within
the last few months, I'd like to see the local council
investigate some ways in which empty retail spaces
in our town centres can be sporadically used as popup IT training centres in order to help the community
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Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

to build their IT skills. It sounds as if the Conservative
Party have probably allowed some budgeting for this
as a national level as they've suggested this
previously so I hope you are able to ensure that this
is on the list for the local council to research with our
local MP as part of the Urban Design Framework.
If funding isn't available then I think this would still be
an important consideration for the council to consider.
Set classes run by local educational bodies I imagine
are likely very good but they probably don't allow the
level of flexibility that might be needed by those who
could most benefit from such training. (A young single
mum for example might find it difficult to arrange
childcare on a regular basis which a set class time
might require so being able to do this on a flexible
basis in a central location with a supportive person to
assist for a few hours a week might help someone in
such a position to build the skills they need in order to
get work etc).
I hope you can include this in your Framework list.
UDF_13

Ms Margot Macfarlane

Post boxes - The closure of the Mail Delivery Centre Not within the scope of the UDF
at North Farm seems to have coincided with the only
postbox on the North Farm Industrial complex being
sealed up. As this a busy industrial park that provides
shops and services as well as being a busy
commuter route for many, can the Council look into
liasing with Royal Mail so a couple of additional
postboxes can be sited on the North Farm Industrial
Estate - ideally in a way that avoids people travelling
by can having to spend time getting caught up in car
parks and traffic queues when they are not visiting
supermarkets (as now seems to be the case).
24 hr Cash Points - Can the Council explore ways to
introduce one or two cash points for people passing
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

through or visiting North Farm? At present accessing
cash at North Farm seems to require a visit to a
supermarket and getting tangled up in traffic and
parking congestion during limited opening hours.
It seems likely the housing development being built
on North Farm will likely include these services in a
few years time but it would be convenient if cash
machines and post boxes were to people using or
commuting through this busy part of Tunbridge Wells
prior this time.
UDF_14

Ms Margot Macfarlane

Can some public seating be sited outside the School
by the gates Sandown Park so children don't have to
sit on the curb while waiting?

Not within the town centre

People driving large vehicles such as trucks or buses
don't always have a good view of the road's curb and
in dark winter months it can be difficult for any driver
to see a child (or children) precariously perched with
their legs on the road.
UDF_15

Mr Roger FitzPatrick

Yes

Yes I support the expressed intentions and purpose
of the UDF.

Noted

UDF_21

Southborough Town
Council

Yes

We are fully supportive of this document

Noted

UDF_28

Mr Peter Perry

Yes

UDF_34

RTW Town Forum
(Transport Group)

Yes

UDF_35

RTW Town Forum
(Transport Group)

Yes

In paragraph 2.2.2, the document “Getting Around
Tunbridge Wells – residents’ views” should be added
to the list of documents used to support the
preparation of the Urban Design Framework. This

Although produced in 2007, many of the
issues are still relevant. Useful
contribution to the local ‘evidence’ base

In this instance add to the list of key
documents
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Comment
Number

UDF_40

Name/ Organisation

Dr P Whitbourn

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

Yes

TWBC Response

document was produced by the Town Forum in 2007
and represents the views of the residents of the town
centre. Although it is now 8 years old and focused on
transport, many of its findings are still relevant to
current urban design.

as referred to in paragraph 1.3.2

Qualified yes.

Noted.

Paragraph 1.9 of the Core Strategy envisaged the
preparation of a Town Centre Area Action Plan for
the town centre of Royal Tunbridge Wells. In the
absence of this key Development Plan Document, the
Urban Design Framework is welcome in principle, in
so far as it provides some of the material that should
have featured in the TCAAP. The UDF is not,
however, a total substitue for the TCAAP, that should
have provided an over-arching context for the future
of the town.

In the absence of the TCAAP a specific
policy was included in the Draft
Allocations DPD on Urban Design.

Confirmed development is used in its
widest sense

UDF_46

Councillor Chris Woodward Yes

and I hope by 'development' you include such
aspects as: roads & transportation; community,
cultural and social facilities; educational facilities and
the like

UDF_47

Inner London Road
Residents Association

The committee of Inner London Road Residents
Association met Alan Legg in January this year and
made a number of comments in relation to the earlier
version of the Urban Design Framework. We feel
disappointed that there is little change in this, the
latest version.
We feel that, far from being satisfactory, the A26/
London Road and Church Road are far too busy for
town centre traffic routes, with too many very heavy
goods vehicles often going too fast for what is a an
inner town road at this point. The end of Church Road
closest to London Road is narrow with many lorries

TWBC Recommendation

This UDF is intended to be adopted as
SPD in support and adding the detail to
that parent policy. In planning terms
therefore it is considered that it will have
an appropriate weight

These are key roads within the network
and are primary distributors. There is
therefore probably limited scope to
achieve significant changes. Current
traffic survey work on the A264 corridor
will inform future design options.

Future Public Realm strategy and
detailed enhancement / traffic
calming proposals to examine options
within the constraints.
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Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

having to mount the pavement in order to pass
oncoming traffic and the road here is the second
heaviest polluted route in the town. There is a strong
case for a 20 mph limit on this immediate stretch.

UDF_48

RTW Town Forum
(Planning & Development
Working Group)

The heavily used crossing to the Common provides
no little help to pedestrians who have to rely on the
traffic lights to get across as best they can. It needs
pedestrian lights and clearer signage as a minimum.
There is a similar problem further up the hill where
the footpath across the short strip of common down
from Mount Ephraim ejects pedestrians directly into
the traffic flow.

The series of London Road crossings is
highlighted in Opportunities document
and the need for better crossings - at
project 14.

Inner London Road is a road of historic interest and
has a particular problem. Over the last four or five
years more and more motorists have used it as bypass to avoid delays at the Church Road lights. They
tend to take it at speed showing resentment at any
delays caused by householders emerging from their
drives. Here again there is a strong case for a 20mph
speed limit and/or speed bumps. There is also an
argument for making it one-way which would prevent
traffic emerging on to the London Road/Church Road
crossing and using the two sections as a by-pass.

Noted. This would seem to be a potential
case for traffic calming measures and
enhancement. But without addition of
visual clutter.

On behalf of the Royal Tunbridge Wells Town Forum
I attach the Forum Planning Working Group's
response ("UDF response Town Forum doc") to the
public consultation on the draft Urban Design
Framework Supplementary Planning Document. We
hope that the UDF will be a foundation document to
which can be added in due course other planning
documents related specifically to the town of Royal
Tunbridge Wells. With this in mind we ask that the
attached report of the Forum "Developing our Green
Network" and its associated indicative map of
potential green pedestrian and cycling routes through

Comments from the Town Forum are
welcomed as a key stakeholder group
interested in the future of the town.

Examine scope to include specific
reference to this.
Add reference to role of Inner London
Road and potential to calm traffic.
Add reference to 20s plenty

Add to the list of key documents
There is much in this document that
reflects the content of the UDF. Rather
than repeat it is best to refer to it as a key
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

the town be taken as part of our response to the UDF background paper
consultation.
We look forward to continuing dialogue on the issues
and concepts raised by the UDF with all your
colleagues at planning policy, not least with Alan
Legg, the principal author of the UDF, who is to be
complimented for laying such an important foundation
stone in planning the future of our town.
1. Overview
The Planning and Development Working Group (WG)
considers the draft Urban Design Framework to be a Noted
welcome step forward, particularly in proposing
significant public realm improvements to the town’s
central spine, running from the junction of St John’s
Road and Grosvenor Road in the north to the
Pantiles in the south. The draft framework recognises
the contribution of ideas and vision made by the July
2012 report of the Town Plan Advisory Panel and the
2013 So Make a Difference campaign by local
architects and to some extent fills the gaps left when
the projected Town Centre Area Action Plan was
abandoned as a part of the revision process for the
next Local Plan.
The draft UDF is firmly tied in to the Site Allocations
DPD through Policy AL/RTW 1. It provides for
additional elements to be added to the Framework
over time, which is welcome and very necessary,
although no order of priorities is set for the indicative
designs in the section on Opportunities.
The WG considers that some key issues of transport
policy, pedestrianisation and accessibility of the town
centre for different modes (including parking
provision) should be resolved before implementation
of additional major public realm improvements. The

There is no prioritisation as it is envisaged
that various schemes will be implemented
as opportunities present themselves, or
the finance arises.
Role of the UDF is also seen as a bidding
document and as a vehicle to promote
enhancements and developments.
Public Realm improvements may be a
mechanism by which improved
accessibility, traffic calming etc. is
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

emphasis on the public realm means that much of the
work would fall to the public sector, even if some
could be financed by developers. Existing sources of
finance are mentioned, but in order to bring forward
projects in a timely and coherent manner, it could be
worthwhile additionally to ring fence a set percentage
of future council revenues (maybe ½ %?) for a
phased ten year rolling programme to ensure
continuity in implementation.

introduced.

There is a welcome emphasis on the importance of
use of traditional paving to establish character, the
importance of street furniture and the value of trees.
However the descriptions of individual areas are
rather general and the guidance on the form that
potential development should take is too limited. The
WG therefore hopes that specific indicative master
plans outlining possible future street patterns and
street elevations will follow as part of the additional
elements promised, being developed within TWBC
with the assistance of relevant specialists. While
some mention is made of the need for the
conservation of heritage elements, in general the
historic environment receives less attention than the
choice of materials in the public realm. The WG
hopes that this can be remedied in future masterplanning.

Include specific and clearer reference
Ideally a further piece of guidance in the
form on design codes (see figure 1.1) and in sections 5.4 and 6 to the future
section 5.4 should be brought forward to production of guidance.
address these matters

The WG attaches to its response the recent Royal
Tunbridge Wells Town Forum report “Developing our

In the final version of the UDF, it is
intended to draw together the key issues
and to identify the potential funding
sources.

Produce and insert summary plan
and matrix of key projects.

It is considered that there are adequate
references to the adopted Royal
Tunbridge Wells Conservation Area
Appraisal SPD Nov 2000 within the Urban
Design Framework. There are also the
provisions in the Core Strategy at Policy
CP4 and in section 12 of the NPPF which
also have relevance to the preservation or
enhancement of the heritage of the town
centre. It is therefore not considered
necessary to repeat these. However, to
stress this explicitly, it is also proposed to
make a modification to SADPD Policy
AL/RTW 1 and add “The framework
should also be read alongside the
Conservation Areas Appraisal for Royal
Tunbridge Wells and Rusthall 2000 (or
any update to these appraisals) and the
guidance contained within these
appraisals”, to the final paragraph.
Noted. There is much in this document

Refer to it as a key background paper
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Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?
Green Network” which amplifies a number of the
elements treated in the draft Urban Design
Framework and which could constitute one of the
additional elements mentioned therein or help to
inform such additional elements as part of the
evidence base.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

that reflects the content of the UDF.
Rather than repeat it is best to refer to it
as a key background paper

at para 2.2.2

References in comments below are to numbered
paragraphs of the Draft UDF SPD.
2. Urban Design Framework: Principles
1. Introduction
1.1.8
More could be perhaps be said in 1.1.8 about the
present mis-match between retailer need for fewer
larger spaces with adequate plan depth and the
present excess of small retail units right across an
extended shopping area which are difficult to let.

Part of the attraction of Tunbridge Wells is
the range of independents and smaller
shops, particularly at the southern end of
the town. It is though recognised that
there is a shortage of larger floorplates,
as evidenced by the retail needs study.
Proposed policies in the Allocations DPD
seek to make provision for the deficiency.

1.2.1 and 1.4.3-1.4.4
The WG welcomes the recognition that an overall
blueprint for all development activity in Tunbridge
Wells should be based on its distinctive form and
character and that clear roles should be identified for
the primary public spaces to form the basis for
enhancement and management of those spaces in
order to create a strong sense of place in each part of
the town centre. The WG agrees that more detailed
proposals for specific sites or streets will be required,
preferably produced by specialists working on behalf
of TWBC, in conjunction with additional SPDs. The
agenda for such important strategies should not be
set by prospective developers.

Comments noted and welcome. Design
coding as set out above and in accord
with para 59 of the NPPF would address
this.
Masterplans are proposed for the larger
sites in the Allocation policies in the DPD.

1.3.1
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TWBC Response

The WG welcomes the proposal that the principles
set out in the UDF for the narrowly defined town
centre might usefully be applied to other parts of the
urban area.

Noted

1.3.2-1.3.3

These are many and varied (for example
the documents referred to above from the
Town Forum). Also the author of the
document listening for over 25 years and
the accumulated knowledge of the town.
(Pages 17 to 24 in the DCLG Re-imaging
the High Street also give a good list of
references)

It would be useful to set out the sources (date and
author) for the site analysis referred to.
2. Policy context
2.2.2
Reference might also be made here to “Secure by
Design”.
2.5.2
While the draft UDF is aspirational and in some
places quite detailed in form, this paragraph makes it
clear that implementation will unfortunately be subject
to logistical and financial constraints. These may or
may not be overcome and a speedy and
comprehensive programme of implementation of its
coherent vision therefore seems unlikely unless
additional finance such as the possibility of
hypothecating ½ % of council revenues to
implementation is secured. Paragraph 3.1.2 states
that an urban design strategy needs to concern itself
with the complete functioning of the town. There
needs to be confidence over time that there will
always be someone somewhere within the system
responsible for ensuring continuity, coordination and
adherence to the UDF principles.

TWBC Recommendation

See above. There is a plethora of
guidance on a whole range of subjects.

There is no prioritisation as it is envisaged
that various schemes will be implemented
as opportunities present themselves, or
the finance arises.
Role of the UDF is also seen as a bidding
document and as a vehicle to promote
enhancements and developments.
In the final version of the UDF, it is
intended to draw together the key issues
and to identify the potential funding
sources.

Produce and insert summary plan
and matrix of key projects.

Guidance should ideally be applied by all
parties and not rely on one individual.
UDF_54

Natural England

Thank you for your consultation on the above dated
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intention of the Urban Design
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Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

29 May 2015 ,which was received by Natural England
on 29 May 2015.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body.
Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the natural
environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed
for the benefit of present and future generations,
thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Our remit includes biodiversity and protected species,
geodiversity, landscape character and quality,
greenspace, access to the countryside and other
greenspace, soil conservation and environmental
land management.
We welcome this opportunity to comment. On this
occasion our comments are provided as general
advice on the opportunities that design related SPDs
offer in relation to our remit, and guidance on further
sources of information.
When drafting urban design SPDs that may result in
impacts to the natural environment, we would expect
the local planning authority to consider the following:
Green Infrastructure
This type of SPD should, where possible, provide a
clear focus in relation to Green Infrastructure (GI)
provision. Where possible such provision should be
incorporated into new development.
The NPPF states that local planning authorities
should plan ‘positively for the creation, protection,
enhancement and management of networks of
biodiversity and green infrastructure’. Urban green
space allows species to move around within, and
between, towns and the countryside. Even small
patches of habitat can benefit movement. Urban GI is
also recognised as one of the most effective tools

The Borough has an adopted Green
Infrastructure SPD which more
specifically covers these issues.
A further topic guide specifically on street
trees/ landscape is recommended in the
UDF at 6.4.18 as a future piece of work
The NPPF and its provisions would be
taken into account as a matter of course
in any development of public realm
proposals.
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

available to us in managing environmental risks such
as flooding and heat waves. The NPPF recognises
the contribution GI can make to the challenges posed
by a changing climate, ‘when new development is
brought forward in areas which are vulnerable, care
should be taken to ensure that risks can be managed
through suitable adaptation measures, including
through the planning of green infrastructure’ (Para.
99).
Greener neighbourhoods and improved access to
nature may also improve public health and quality of
life and reduce environmental inequalities. Urban
green spaces will provide varied ecosystem services
and will contribute to coherent and resilient ecological
networks.
Natural England has developed a GI signposting
document, which may be of assistance; it includes
detail in relation to GI provision.
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/Images/GIsignposting_tcm6-11961.pdf
It is important to emphasise the multi-functional
benefits of GI to biodiversity, amenity, recreation and
health and wellbeing and the need to consider GI in
urban design and demonstrate how GI and green and
open spaces could link to the wider GI network and
interlink with access, the landscape and biodiversity.
There may be significant opportunities to retrofit
green infrastructure in urban environments. These
can be realised through:


green roof systems and roof gardens;



green walls to provide insulation or shading and
cooling;
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Noted

Include reference within SPD

new tree planting or altering the management of
land associated with transport corridors (e.g.
management of verges to enhance biodiversity).

The protection of natural resources, including air
quality, ground and surface water and soils needs to
be considered in all urban design plans.
We also suggest you may wish to draw upon The
Town and Country Planning Association’s "Design
Guide for Sustainable Communities" and their more
recent "Good Practice Guidance for Green
Infrastructure and Biodiversity"
Biodiversity enhancements
This SPD should encourage the taking of
opportunities to incorporate features which are
beneficial to wildlife into final proposals for
development. The Council may which to consider
whether it is appropriate to provide guidance on, for
example, the level of bat roost or bird box provision
within the built structure, or other measures to
enhance biodiversity in the urban environment. An
example of good practice includes the Exeter
Residential Design Guide SPD, which advises
(amongst other matters) that a ratio of one nest/roost
box per residential unit is considered appropriate.
This is in accordance with Paragraph 118 of the
National Planning Policy Framework. Additionally, we
would draw your attention to Section 40 of the Natural
Environment and Rural Communities Act (2006)
which states that ‘Every public authority must, in
exercising its functions, have regard, so far as is
consistent with the proper exercise of those functions,
to the purpose of conserving biodiversity’. Section
40(3) of the same Act also states that ‘conserving
biodiversity includes, in relation to a living organism
or type of habitat, restoring or enhancing a population
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

or habitat’.
Landscape enhancement

Noted

This SPD may provide opportunities to enhance the
character and local distinctiveness of the surrounding
natural and built environment. Landscape
characterisation and townscape assessments, and
associated sensitivity and capacity assessments
provide tools for planners and developers to consider
new development and ensure that it makes a positive
contribution in terms of design, form and location, to
the character and functions of the landscape and
avoids any unacceptable impacts. For example, it
may be appropriate to seek that, where viable, trees
should be of a species capable of growth to exceed
building height and managed so to do, and where
mature trees are retained on site, provision is made
for succession planting so that new trees will be well
established by the time mature trees die.
Other design considerations
The SPD should consider the impact of lighting on
landscape and biodiversity. The NPPF states
(paragraph 125) ‘By encouraging good design,
planning policies and decisions should limit the
impact of light pollution from artificial light on local
amenity, intrinsically dark landscapes and nature
conservation”. We advise that this is a topic that
should be covered by any design related SPD.
Strategic Environmental Assessment/Habitats
Regulations Assessment

This is issue is already noted in
paragraph 6.4.12. and should be
developed in a future topic paper on
lighting.

Noted

In principle SPDs should not be subject to the
Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive or the
Habitats Directive because they do not normally
introduce new policies or proposals or modify
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

planning documents which have already been subject
to a Sustainability Appraisal or Habitats Regulations
Assessment. However a SPD may occasionally be
found likely to give rise to significant effects which
have not been formally assessed in the context of a
higher level planning document. This may happen, for
example, where the relevant high level planning
document contains saved policies within a saved
local plan which predates the need to carry out a SA
or HRA and therefore no higher tier assessment has
taken place. If there is any doubt on the need to carry
out a SA or HRA a screening assessment should be
carried out.
Should you require Natural England’s advice on
screening assessments and/or subsequent
assessment please contact us.
UDF_55

Environment Agency

Thank you for consulting us on the above. We have
the following comments to make.
Reference is made within your document to
sustainable and green developments. Such
developments should consider Sustainable Drainage
Systems (SuDS) as a method of surface water
drainage.

Also covered in other guidance.

Surface water run-off should be controlled as near to
its source as possible through a sustainable drainage
approach to surface water management. SuDS seek
to mimic natural drainage systems and retain water
on or near to the site, when rain falls, in contrast to
traditional drainage approaches, which tend to pipe
water off site as quickly as possible. SuDS therefore
offer significant advantages over conventional piped
drainage systems and will be applicable to most sites.
Government policy also sets out in paragraph 103 of
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) that

The NPPF and its provisions would be
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it expects Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) to give
priority to the use of SuDS in determining planning
applications.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

taken into account as a matter of course
in any development of public realm
proposals.

We welcome the inclusion of any SuDS features in
developments, although they should always be
appropriate for the conditions encountered where
development is proposed. We would encourage
developers to use 'open' features (swales,
attenuation basins, wetland areas, etc) rather than
subterranean storage tanks or over-sized pipes.
Pumped solutions should be avoided (unless it can
be clearly demonstrated that there is no viable
alternative), and it must be ensured that the receiving
network is of sufficient capacity to accommodate any
proposed off-site discharge.
The continued efficacy of any SuDS scheme is
dependent on a robust and pre-determined
maintenance regime, the details of which should be
agreed with the LPA prior to the commencement of
any development on site. Additionally, any excess
surface water generated by an event which exceeds
the design parameters should be retained on site in
pre-determined areas which are well away from any
vulnerable property and where the off-site flood risk
will not be exacerbated by its presence.
SuDS Guidance
Guidance and references on SuDS can be found,


In Paragraph: 051 of the National Planning Policy
Guidance, Reducing the causes and impacts of
flooding.



At http://www.susdrain.org/



In Environment Agency document Groundwater

Noted, but considered to be too detailed
for the UDF SPD
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Protection: Principles and Practice (GP3)
Approved Document Part H of the Building
Regulations 2010 also establishes a hierarchy for
surface water disposal, which encourages a SuDS
approach beginning with infiltration where possible
e.g. soakaways or infiltration trenches. Where SuDS
are used, it must be established that these options
are feasible, can be adopted and properly maintained
and would not lead to any other environmental
problems.
Where the intention is to dispose to soakaway, these
should be shown to work through an appropriate
assessment carried out under Building Research
Establishment Digest 365.
For further information on SuDS, ‘dry islands’ and
situations where disposal to a public sewer is
proposed, please refer to the Environment Agency
Flood Risk Standing Advice at:
https://www.gov.uk/flood-risk-standing-advice-frsafor-local-planning-authorities .
Under the terms of the Flood & Water Management
Act 2010, each Lead Local Flood Authority will set up
a Sustainable Drainage Advisory Body (SAB). Kent
County Council (KCC) are the lead Flood Local
Authority for this area and will be responsible for
approval of surface water drainage infrastructure for
new development. SAB approval will be required in
addition to planning consent. Enquiries should be
made KCC via email at suds@kent.gov.uk .
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to
contact me.
UDF_56

Mr Robert Atwood

Yes

[the following is the whole paper that was submitted
with the submission form. This paper has also been

Noted
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

split among the Sections - see Comment Nos.
UDF_57-62]
General




I welcome the document in general terms, as
guidance to developers and as a statement of
intention concerning the Public Domain. However,
even taken together with its related documents
(for example, those set out in paragraph 7.1.1), it
lacks the overall strength that would have been
implicit in a fully developed Town Centre Area
Action Plan (TCAAP), which was originally on the
Planning Document agenda, and which it now
purports to supersede.
On reading the document right through, it is
apparent that it is a mix of background,
objectives, guidance, aspiration and planning
criteria. For it to be truly effective, it needs to be
finalised as a document that sets clear planning
parameters that can be directly referenced in any
future planning applications, and that can (and
must) be taken in account by planning officers
when considering such applications, and by
planning committees when judging those referred
to them. It needs to become robust enough to
stand up for itself in any planning appeal which is
taken to the Planning Inspectorate.



It is suggested that to strengthen the document
as one which has to be taken into account in all
relevant planning applications, a set of bold print
bullet points should be inserted at appropriate
points throughout the text summarising the
specific planning requirements and
considerations that must be taken into account.



The document also needs, in itself, to incorporate

In the absence of the TCAAP a specific
policy AL/RTW1, was included in the
Draft Allocations DPD on Urban Design.
This UDF is intended to be adopted as
SPD in support and adding the detail to
that parent policy. In planning terms
therefore it is considered that it will have
an appropriate weight.

Paragraph 2.3.2 of the document sets out
the planning status and that once adopted
the UDF will be a material consideration
in planning matters.

This may give undue weight to some
aspects at the detriment of others. Could
be better captured as a summary
document?

Consider preparation of summary
masterplan key issues document.
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a more focussed “vision” or set of objectives for
the future of Royal Tunbridge Wells (RTW). In the
opinion of many consultees, either individually or
in groups, it is clear that RTW should plan to
maintain and improve its status as a “destination
town” which will attract visitors, residents and
employers alike. In particular, many of these
consultees would like to see RTW’s status as a
Spa town significantly reinforced.








Following the above, there is a case for the
document to contain more emphasis on the
installation of public art, and a particular
emphasis on water features, both in new
developments and in the public domain.
There needs to be greater emphasis on
architectural style and restrictions on massing,
height etc. on new developments rather than just
a cross reference to another document.
Part 2 of the document needs considerable
strengthening. Although it may seem a trivial
point, the English used is badly composed in
places, and needs to be improved in order to
make the document appear more professional,
and importantly to ensure that it is not open to
misinterpretation

TWBC Response

The leader of the Borough Council’s
vision / five year plan sets out a high level
vision for the borough and the town, and
a number of objectives to achieve that.
Within the UDF there are a further
number of detailed objectives.

TWBC Recommendation

Consider inclusion of vision in
introduction at para 1.1. 6 Use the
TCAAP vision already consulted on

This should be given more detail in an art
in the public realm guidance
Continue Art in the Public Realm
guidance

Noted, although care needs to be taken
on imposing styles and being too
restrictive on design. Design coding as
set and in para 59 of the NPPF would
address this. Ideally a further piece of
guidance in the form on design codes for
the various quarters (see figure 1.1) and
section 5.4 should be brought forward to
address these matters more fully

Programme Design Coding guide into
work programme

Noted

Part 2 of the document also makes some very
high level suggestions on a number of
Noted. Implementation section could be
development sites, but these will carry little weight
strengthened and include references to
as planning criteria unless they are strengthened
LEP and LSTP funding
in description and detail. The public realm
changes are mostly all about junction
improvements, (essentially the responsibility of
the County Council), and suggestions for their
implementation are relegated to two small
paragraphs on page 28. Funding of these

Improve and clarify where considered
necessary

Add to implementation in Part 1 and
part 2 documents
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

changes will need to be through s 106
agreements or similar routes, and it is essential
therefore that this is made completely clear in a
way that can be enforced on developers (where
applicable) through the planning process.




Noted. Some text on ‘how to use and
The document must make it clear that developers apply the SPD‘ could be added
will be expected to demonstrate exactly how their
proposals fit with the criteria set out in the SPD.
They must also be made aware that they must
comply with all the criteria, where applicable, and
not just be able to “cherry pick” those that may
suit them.

At 2.3.2 add section on how
developers should demonstrate how
they have taken the guidance into
account.

In general, the Council needs to be bolder in its
approach to the document. Paragraph 1.2.1
As above .
describes this SPD as “an overall blueprint”. The
Council needs to balance the risk of creating
overly prescriptive planning requirements (and
thus suppressing development) against the risk of
allowing a randomised and messy approach to
future changes. At the moment the SDP appears
to not be prescriptive enough, and is thus losing
the opportunity of the currently improving
economic conditions to retain control of the town’s
future.

Detailed comments




Para 1.1.7 talks about the town as a focus for
Noted
culture. No explanation is given as to why this
should be. Although it is easy to agree with the
“culture” point, perhaps the words “entertainment”
and “pleasure” should also be included to achieve
a more embracing approach and one that even
reflects the town’s roots!

Add text on the origins and the
‘leisure and pleasure’ role of the town

Para 1.1.8 The same point on “culture”
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Para 1.2.1 reads for the most part as if the
document is mostly about the public realm. To be
effective as part of the suite of planning
documents it needs to make it clear that equal
weight is given to all private developments
however large or small.
Para 1.3.1 notes that the principle “could” be
applied outside the so-called town centre. Why
not reinforce this by saying that the assumption
will be that they “should” apply unless the
environmental context is completely different
Para 1.3.2 What is a “site collection of
information”?



Para 1.4.3 This is a weak statement. The socalled “Urban Codes” should be a central part of
the Framework



Para 1.4.5 is worrying. It has already taken the
Council years to get to the point of preparation of
this SPD. Further delays in preparing and
completing the final “suite” of documents could
easily lead to confusion and leave the field wide
open for developers to ignore the principles that
we wish to have applied.





TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Accepted
Include at 1.2.1 reference to
developments

Noted
Change to ‘should’

???? don’t know –typo
This is a resource issue. The intent is that
further specific guidance including design Include in future work programme
codes for the various quarters will be
brought forward to address these matters
more fully. (see figure 1.1) and section
5.4

Noted. It was considered important to
produce the overarching UDF earlier and
then to supplement with topic guidance

Para 3.1.1 It is assumed “complementary uses”
includes entertainment and leisure. If so, it should Noted.
say so specifically as these other uses are
fundamental to the town’s success.

Add to list of uses

Para 3.3.21 refers to the issue of properties in the
Belvedere Estate reverting to residential use
Whilst loss of employment space is
without providing a view of the planning attitude
regrettable in terms of vitality and viability
towards this trend.
of the town, it does bring residential back
into properties that were historically
houses. Government policy also
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

promotes this through permitted
development rights taking it out of the
planning authorities control. We are able
to protect long term future of purpose built
office blocks.
















Para 3.3.28 refers to the disappointing outer
frontage of the Pantiles without providing any
guidance on the planning attitude towards
changes.
Para 3.5.8 and .9 and -10 all make important
points about lighting issues and the lack of public
art, but do not attempt a solution, nor more
importantly the planning criteria that should be
used.
Para 4.3 lists some designs objectives, to which I
would add “Improvement and definition of town
entry points, particularly in the South” as that
issue is included elsewhere in the text.
Para 5.3.5 refers to a “strategy”. It is not clear
what strategy exactly.
Para 5.3.7 should include entertainment and
leisure with the mentioned
cultural/learning/conference “hub”
Para 5.3.14 refers to a one way proposal for the
High Street and worries about faster traffic. This
could be slowed down by narrowing “throttles”
and need not involve more parking.
Para 5.3.21 refers to the Linden Park Road
crossing. Consideration could be given to closing
this road to regular traffic from the Pantiles end.

Noted
Add commentary
These topics will be the subject of further
guidance

Consider this detailed point is sufficiently
covered.

This reference is to a public realm
masterplan

Correct wording to masterplan

Noted, not considered necessary to
highlight all potential uses.

Noted

Include additional text on potential
design options

Noted
Add text to include reference to
possible road closure option

Part 2, page 7 mentions the possibility of
including “some of the retail needs” of the town in
the civic site redevelopment. Great care is
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needed on this point which has been and remains
highly controversial. In particular, any retail study
used as a basis for any such development
proposal needs to recognise the strongly
changing buying habits of today’s younger
generation. Tunbridge Wells has thrived partly
because of its eclectic mix of non-chain store
shops. Other locations, including our own North
Farm, already provided opportunities for those
that wish to visit the latter. The Town Centre, to
which this document refers, should be reserved
for the former smaller stores.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Noted.
This site at the heart of the town is
allocated for a mix of town centre uses.
The final configuration of uses will be
subject to viability testing and public
consultation.

The above views are my own personal views but I am
aware that many of the concerns and suggestions I
Views are welcomed
have made are shared by others.

UDF_57

Mr Robert Atwood

Yes

But subject to the comment in my attached paper
[comments on Sections 1 & 2 within the attached
paper as follows ]:


Para 1.1.7 talks about the town as a focus for
culture. No explanation is given as to why this
should be. Although it is easy to agree with the
“culture” point, perhaps the words “entertainment”
and “pleasure” should also be included to achieve
a more embracing approach and one that even
reflects the town’s roots!



Para 1.1.8 The same point on “culture”



Para 1.2.1 reads for the most part as if the
document is mostly about the public realm. To be
effective as part of the suite of planning
documents it needs to make it clear that equal
weight is given to all private developments
however large or small.

See above responses
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Para 1.3.1 notes that the principle “could” be
applied outside the so-called town centre. Why
not reinforce this by saying that the assumption
will be that they “should” apply unless the
environmental context is completely different



Para 1.3.2 What is a “site collection of
information”?



Para 1.4.3 This is a weak statement. The socalled “Urban Codes” should be a central part of
the Framework



Para 1.4.5 is worrying. It has already taken the
Council years to get to the point of preparation of
this SPD. Further delays in preparing and
completing the final “suite” of documents could
easily lead to confusion and leave the field wide
open for developers to ignore the principles that
we wish to have applied.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

[see Comment No. UDF_56 for whole paper]
UDF_63

Mr Andrew Lohmann

Yes

Section 1 encapsualtes Tunbridge Wells quite well
but I would add. There are conflicting policies and
interests that both hold back and press ahead but in a
sometimes adhock untidy way;

This is often the way in which town
develop, and give them their unique
character. The eclectic and self –effacing
nature of Tunbridge Wells is its particular
character.

1. The relocation of the Body Shop displaced by the
bright and goldfish bowl like Metrobank in a building
This was approved within the prevailing
previously rebuilt but in close keeping with the orginal planning framework and also probably
building. This seems to compromise previous
reflects changing nature of retail.
improvement obtained by the planning system.

2. I agree that the Tunbridge Wells is not well
Noted. There is always scope to improve
presented to visitors leaving the Rail Station. This is
common case in most Towns but for Shiefield which I though
found on a recent visit to that town to be a very
attractive enterance to that town. Tunbridge Wells
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Noted. This is the least arcadian of the
main approaches to the town centre.

Include additional text .

Rail station is presentable.
3. The enterance too the town from St. John's Road
is not attractive and the whole presentation of
Tunbridge Wells is very poor from the Southern end
of Southborough. In mitigation the, apprent, pinichpoint policy has successful reduced traffic on the
A26. This is good but is potentially compromised by
the plan to cut trees at Southborough Library. This
being an apeasement of car users and could be a
political game to embarace the other political party,
sadly.

This specific junction is outside the scope
of the UDF

3a. Consequently Highways Transportation
department will be criticised for not doing what was
Noted
not in anycase possible too do. This is bad for the
moral and quality of the work that they do do. All
departments should be asked for there advice rather
than instructed as far as possible. Planning should
use highways and kent passenger transport
departments when negotiating and enforcing planning
conditions. Otherwise busses run poor routes empty
and two pedestrain crossing built side by side as
happened on Sandhurst Road maybe 10 years ago?
4. The town centre is attractive to all people including
those needing easy transition from pavement to the
This is at the heart of shared space
road. This abigus nature has reduced the fight your
philosophy.
way through displacing it by a let others live
atmosphere. This is good.
5. The junction of Grosvenor Road and Upper
Noted. Calming traffic is a goal
Grosvenor Road should have a sharper bend in order
to slow and calm traffic so that it is in keeping with the
tone of the town as vehicals continue on there way. In
otherwords from the lovely gateway to the Town and
surrounding suburbs such as the cricket pitch at
Southborough maintain and cultivate in style a
calming visitor and resident zone. Thereby exending
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

This is an air quality management area
and every opportunity should be taken to
green up the A26 corridor.

Include additional text

that point made in section 2 further.
5a. Much of the A26 looks like an ugly dirty with
polution suburb to be suffered on the way through to
Tunbridge Wells or to get home.
UDF_65

Warwick Park Residents
Association

Yes

As Chairman of the Warwick Park Residents
Association, I have discussed this document with our
Committee in general terms and our views are as
follows.

Support noted

The development work is welcome and the thinking
behind the proposals is on the right lines.
The practicalities, including indicative costs and
priorities for funding will be critical. The process
therefore needs to be an iterative one between the
framework and its implementation, not just a single,
one-off policy decision on the design framework.

Noted. Costing is difficult to include as it
will change over time and depend on the
extent of the particular scheme and
specification. Priorities will depend on
opportunities, and available finance.

Expand implementation section

This should be a balance, allowing
On transportation, the proposals should reflect the
adequate access and parking but
reality of the majority of users being motorists who
facilitate pedestrians to move and streets
want to use their cars and the integration of vehicles
to thrive
and satisfactory parking is vital to the viability of the
town. If driving into the town and/or parking continues
to be a nightmare, people will simply not come here.
Ideally schemes should attempt to reduce
Also, many of the proposals seem to imply there will unnecessary clutter including traffic lights.
be more traffic lights but, as changes on Pembury
Some junctions may benefit from them. A
Road and on the Industrial Estate have shown, traffic case of each case on its merits.
lights often make matters worse, not least because of
the wasted time between regular changes of direction
when no traffic at all flows.
Noted
In relation to our own area, the emphasis on
pedestrians (and the few cyclists) in the Framework
has some benefit for us. However, Warwick Park is
some distance from the shopping centre (RVP area)
and, like most of the residential areas outside of the
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inner core, is simply too far for most people with
shopping to carry home.
Finally, we have noted the comment posted which
proposes the closure of Nevill Street and we would
be firmly against this.

UDF_66

So Create A Difference

As architects involved with So Create A
Difference (SoCAD), we consider that the Urban
Design Framework is a welcome step forward in
the planning of Tunbridge Wells.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

This is not the case, although we are
aware that this has been mooted
elsewhere in the past. Nevill Street is
seen as a key radial route into town.
Figure 5.1 in the UDF indicates its
importance as a primary road
Support noted

It is a clearly-written appraisal of the town, which
Noted
draws on previous consultations and discussions
with local stakeholders. The emphasis on the
long, thin shape of the town and proposed
solutions to connectivity are welcome: the
special character of Tunbridge Wells has been
recognised rather than being seen as negative.
We are keen to encourage the Council to adopt a
thorough framework that will achieve the stated
aims of a better, more vibrant, sustainable and
economically successful town.
In this context we have the following concerns:
A Masterplan* is needed The UDF is placed at the
centre of the matrix of policies. However, this is the
place for a Masterplan, formulated from a review of
the existing identity and planned future growth.
Requirement for up-to-date research
Redevelopment must be based on a thorough
understanding of social and economic changes:
therefore current professional predictions of
movement and commercial activity are needed.

The role of masterplan is seen as
providing more detailed guidance such as
parameter plans and 3-D sketches which
is beyond the scope of this framework. It
is still considered possible for these more
detailed masterplans to be developed for
more complex sites.
Drawn on studies elsewhere, eg retail and
leisure needs study, reports by others.and
influenced by references including set out

The UDF is based on the Site Allocations document
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and therefore suffers from the same limitations. The
Common, Calverley Grounds, significant parts of St
John’s Road and Camden Road to the north and the
southern gateway of the Eridge Road railway bridge
are not included.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

in para 2.2.2 and others.
Based on the agreed town centre
boundary for consistency. Stated areas
are outside this geographic area.

Site allocations also need to support the carving of
townscape and placemaking.
Disparity between rear and front uses is noted in the
UDF, although the proposed uses carried forward
from the Site Allocations document may enhance
conflicts.

Point is not clear

Artificial ‘quarters’ The unique linear nature of
Tunbridge Wells, the presence of family housing in
the town centre, the lack of major traffic engineering
and a distinctive geography have at last been
acknowledged as potential assets.
However reference is made to the ‘string of pearls’
and ‘spine’ and there is still the suggestion of
‘quarters’ in Tunbridge Wells. These are not physical
or social entities with distinctive architectural
character. Nor are they based on prior analysis of
movement, use and sustainability. Whilst convenient,
they are artificial.

This is merely a well understood
mechanism to describe the morphology of
settlements. Whilst they are indeed not
separate entities they do have subtle
differences in physical character, history
and land use for example. The Jewellery
Quarter in Birmingham is a good example

Although principal nodes where traffic and
pedestrians mix are identified, a full transport
infrastructure study is required to inform the routing of
traffic and to test whether these nodes can be
Costly and time hungry studies.
radically modified.
Look at future transport needs The UDF has a
vehicle priority feel rather than being pedestrian- or
cyclist-friendly. It should include analysis of
pedestrian and cycling opportunities, as well as
vehicle movements.
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Much of what is proposed, particularly for Highways
may not be within the Council’s remit. However, an
independent transport and movement specialist could
predict and propose a new approach to movement
The UDF can hopefully influence the
through Tunbridge Wells, removing conflict and
future of the town but should also be able
providing safe spaces.
to accommodate any new or innovative
approach to movement
Only when movement flows, present and future, are
established is the moment right to respond with the
public realm design.
Build in future demographic changes The impact
of demographics and of changing working patterns
need to be integrated into any planning policy.
‘A wider long term perspective of where the town
wants to be’ requires analysis of population changes,
strategic employment, retail enhancement, and
pedestrian and traffic flow pressures.
For example, Tunbridge Wells’ demographics reflect
the excellent primary and secondary schools that
make the town attractive to families. However there
Noted and agreed
appears to be a tendency for people aged 18-30 to
leave the town largely because there are few Further
Education and Higher Education opportunities locally.
Analysis of specific demographic requirements would
inform the type of development needed so that
Tunbridge Wells continues to grow and prosper.
Improve the townscape through rigorous analysis
The references in the UDF to panoramas and
viewpoints are most welcome, as they are a defining
feature of Tunbridge Wells town centre. However, a
Masterplan must go further and support high-quality
urban design and a distinct sense of place. Guidance
on matters such as height and scale, building lines
and frontages, form and massing, materials,
boundaries and edges, shopfronts and adverts must Ideally a further piece of guidance in the
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TWBC Response
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be based on an underlying thorough analysis of
form on design codes (see figure 1.1) and
movement through the urban area and on the spaces section 5.4 should be brought forward to
between the buildings.
address these matters
The UDF touches on existing building lines, but
should consider how change to building lines can
create the successful spaces it wants to deliver. The
UDF should also include thorough analysis of what
has accidentally worked in Tunbridge Wells. Building
on this, there should be planned areas for positive
changes to the rhythm and texture of space, creating
a variety of scales and a variety of moods ranging
from pomp to informal.
Details and the role of design guidelines As
mentioned in the UDF: artworks, further trees and
perhaps a water feature may provide a vital
improvement to the visual appearance and vibrancy
of the town, subject to careful placing and quality
control. An improved and more coherent lighting
scheme would be beneficial, particularly in the
evening.

Agree. A too prescriptive approach might
miss such opportunities.

The UDF promotes the production of
further such topic guides

Design guidelines should not seek to impose styles or
to be prescriptive, because they can become a lazy
framework. The quality of contextual design is more
Agree. Codes and guidance are
important than codes and guidance.
considered important to describe and
understand morphology. However
Conclusions
allowing flexibility and contradiction is
The breadth of the document suggests it replaces the also important. Although eclectic design is
Town Centre Action Plan and is intended to become part of Tunbridge Wells character,
perhaps there should be space for good
the long awaited Masterplan for Tunbridge Wells.
However, a thoroughly researched Masterplan is still rule –breaking design as well.
missing.
We feel that the Council’s aspirations for the town are
to be applauded but should be more ambitious,
converting thoughts on 2D layouts into the design of This is where further masterplans and site
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3D spaces and townscape.
It needs to avoid the self-interested thrust of
development proposals and not rely on speculative
commercial development that may not yield any
results.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

specific guidance would be of benefit.

Private sector must be an important part
of the delivery, particularly in the current
constrained times of pubic sector.

The implementation and programming of the projects
will be critical over the next 10/20 years and it is
important that the Council formulates a co-ordinated
policy and timescale for the projected improvements.
In the final version of the UDF, it is
Resolving traffic and circulation is a priority: from here intended to draw together the key issues
the spine and cross-routes can be identified and
and to identify the potential funding
enhanced, in the knowledge that improved spaces
sources.
will be long lasting and successful./ends

Produce summary plan and schedule
including matrix of funding sources.

*a Masterplan has been defined as comprising:














a thorough assessment of the site and its needs
accurate interpretation of the social,
environmental and economic context of the site
and its surroundings
appreciation of planning, transport, utility and
service issues, including statutory requirements
collaboration with stakeholder communities and
organisations
awareness of the market and economic realities
explanation of how an area will be developed,
describing and illustrating the proposed form in
three dimensions
showing how that form will achieve the intended
vision for the place,
showing how a distinct and appropriate character
will be created
describing how the project will be implemented
through a delivery strategy which sets out
phasing, timing and funding
appropriate proposals and realistic ability to

Relates more to a one off site specific
project
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UDF_67

Mrs June Bridgeman

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

deliver the vision.
communication of ideas without jargon, using
plain English and simple illustrations.

1. General
1.1 An excellent document in terms of range and
quality of analysis, and of the intentions set out in the
Foreword “to ensure future developments provide a
coherent plan and support a consistency in design
and quality; and to maintain local distinctiveness.”

Support noted

1. 2. I also support the objectives set out in para 4.3,
with “protect and enhance the historic and natural
environment” heading the list, and the many
references throughout the document to heritage
features and high quality public spaces being of
importance to the attractiveness of the borough and
one of the factors that attract visitors and businesses
to invest.
1.3. The following comments concentrate on a single
item - Holy Trinity Church building and its graveyard
setting. They suggest that this unique public amenity
space needs the same sort of specific attention as
that paid in the document to the Pantiles, in the light
of its landmark and heritage status, its central
location at the interface between the individual
“quarters” of the town, and the urgent need to define
its future role as an element of the urban framework,
given the divided ownerships, responsibilities and
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Noted

Correct text –Holy Trinity Church
tower

goals affecting the site.
2. Trinity building and churchyard
2.1. Landmark status This iconic building in its
green setting is as historic and handsome a public
landmark at the top of the town as the Pantiles is at
the foot. Strategically built to be viewed to advantage
from all angles, it is scarcely surprising that it has
featured in so many paintings, sketches, guidebook
etchings and postcards of the town. The ensemble is
rightly Listed with the high rating of Grade 2 * .
Bizarrely para 3.4.5 of the consultation document
speaks of Trinity Arts Tower. Elsewhere it has its
proper name. This should always be used

2.2. Heritage status Besides contributing to the
Noted. Considered too detailed for
striking visual impact, the setting has unique heritage inclusion
features. It is the town’s oldest and most historic
graveyard, last resting place of over 2000 people,
some of them national figures in their time, some of
them local worthies and a great many others who
worked to serve their needs. They lived throughout
the reigns of George III including the Regency,
George IV, William IV and the early Victorian years.
There are over 200 of their memorials in the
churchyard , 87 of them still in place on their owners
graves. There are also some fine memorials inside
the building itself. All these are being photographed
and transcribed, life histories are being researched,
and booklets and guided walks planned to share with
the public this part of the town’s history. Over and
above its Conservation Area and Listed building
status the churchyard needs protection and
enhancement as a unique element in what the
consultation document calls in para 3.4.7 the rich
variety and quality of urban spaces . The document
needs specifically to mention this unique heritage
character, just as it does the special character of

Add text at 5.3.25
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TWBC Response
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other spaces.
2.3. The public realm Para 3.5.10 refers to the
absence of public art in the town. This ignores the
Figure 5.3 highlights importance of the
sculptural features of Holy Trinity , such as fine
green space within the public realm.
memorials inside the building, hidden stained glass
windows and the external array of carved heads all
along the window headers. Moreover, the contribution
of memorial stones to public art is now beginning to
be more widely recognised. While lacking the
elaborate grandeur of later sculptures at the
Tunbridge Wells Cemetery, the churchyard
nonetheless offers its own modest contribution to the
public art of the town centre. This aspect will also
feature in the planned heritage walks, and is ripe for
enhancement with conservation work by the Friends.
It might be useful to identify existing town public
art to see how this and the settings might be
enhanced.

Add section to art highlighting
incidental features ..
Although few pieces externally there
are instances of existing features and
art which could be identified, and their
setting appreciated through
enhancement.

2.4. Other Trinity contributions to the quality of the
public realm are the red brick paths through the
churchyard, original railings onto York Road, and the
iron gates giving onto Church Road. Some recent
unfortunate introductions at odds with this quality of
environment are currently going through the planning
application processes, during which the statements in
this consultation document will be a material
consideration
2.5. Public amenity. Para 5.3.25 refers to the
importance of the graveyard as a public amenity.
Although not owned by the council it is currently
maintained by them and enjoyed by the public as
quiet green space for sitting and strolling, looking at
among other things the monuments. Unfortunately
that character and use is currently under threat with
hard landscaping, barriers to restrict parts to those
buying refreshments from the café and annexation of
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land for private parking. No environmental plan was
prepared to identify its historic and environmental
features before this was done ,so as to “ensure future
developments provide a coherent plan and support a
consistency in design and quality, and maintain local
distinctiveness” This too should be a material
consideration in the current planning situation there
so that irrevocable changes that might later be
regretted are not meanwhile made.
2.6. Movement framework The document identifies
Church Road/Mount Pleasant junction as a node, and
Church Road itself as a key route for both vehicle and
foot traffic. It rightly emphasises the importance of
greenery and attractive frontages along this route . Its
treatment and that of the proposed “market square”
including foot access will need integrating 2.7. Trinity
churchyard is already a “green route” that threads
along attractive red brick paths from York Road to a
pedestrian gate in Church Road. It is heavily used by
many people as part of a pleasanter route through to
the Common than navigating the heavily trafficked
Church Road and the difficult pavements as it
narrows. This route is identified in the recent Town
Forum Green Network document submitted to the
Council but is currently largely blocked by the Trinity
private parking and associated barriers and
obstacles.
2.8. The consultation document should promote
safe and pleasant green walking routes round the
town especially via heritage open spaces such as
this .

Add text referring to this
Noted

3. Recommendations
3.1. The consultation document should address the
points made in paras 2.1-2.3 and para 2.8 of these
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comments above.
3.2 It should also include an appropriate specific
statement about the role and treatment of Trinity
Churchyard within the urban framework, at least as
categorical as that for the Pantiles in para 5.3.19
which reads “ At The Pantiles it is essential that
indoor tourist attractions are discreetly housed within
existing buildings and have limited impact outside”
Add additional reference in 5.3.25
UDF_68

Royal Tunbridge Wells
Civic Society

1. The Civic Society warmly welcomes the intentions Noted
of this SPD with its aim of setting standards for
improving the design of the public realm in the
centre of RTW, with a distinctive palette of
materials, the use of shared space, traffic
restraint, and a connected treatment for public
spaces throughout the main spine of RTW. We
regard these steps as urgently needed to improve
the public realm and give it a distinctive character.
In the absence of the TCAAP a specific
2. However we regret this was not done in the form policy was included in the Draft
Allocations DPD on Urban Design.
previously proposed of a Town Centre Area
Action Plan DPD. This would have enabled the
Plan to have a wider scope, relating to standards
and designs for some of the Areas of Change
identified in the Site Allocations DPD, as well as
the public realm.
3. The Society supports the objectives of the UDF to
create a town centre that is legible, accessible
and safe, and recognise the distinct areas within
it. But we are not sure that the lengthy description
of the areas distinguishes sufficiently between
them, and the schematic designs are relatively
uniform. We fear this does not provide a sufficient
basis for agreeing proposals with developers.
4. We recognise the difficulty caused the the

This UDF is intended to be adopted as
SPD in support and adding the detail to
that parent policy. In planning terms
therefore it is considered that it will have
an appropriate weight

Further work on urban codes will add to
this aspect.
Schemes are indicative and provide a
basis for bidding and discussion. They will
evolve and refine as opportunities are
taken forward. Also important to have
some consistency in the designs of public
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Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?
separation of planning and highway powers but
would question the value of designs for public
areas which are divorced from traffic needs and
highway proposals. We are not clear how far the
proposals for Carrs Corner and the King Charles
junction (for example) have been agreed with the
Highway Authority. We would urge the Council to
develop firm policies for reducing traffic
congestion in the context of the emerging
Transport Strategy, as a basis for negotiation with
Kent CC, to which these designs can be related.

5. We find little reference in the UDF to the historic
environment, heritage assets for the Local List. In
fact the document seems largely to lack reference
to buildings, building lines and massing, uses,
viewpoints and level changes - the last such a
feature of RTW. As a result the indicative designs
are broadly two-dimensional, the patterns of hard
paving only relieved by trees.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

realm for ease of maintenance and
availability of materials.
Indicative aspirations which will need to
be worked up in partnership with the
highway authority etc.
There are ongoing transport and cycling
strategies being developed in parallel.
Both refer to the UDF and are influenced
by it.

It is considered that there are adequate
references to the adopted Royal
Tunbridge Wells Conservation Area
Appraisal SPD Nov 2000 within the Urban
Design Framework. There are also the
provisions in the Core Strategy at Policy
CP4 and in section 12 of the NPPF which
also have relevance to the preservation or
enhancement of the heritage of the town
centre. It is therefore not considered
necessary to repeat these. However, to
stress this explicitly, it is also proposed to
make a modification to SADPD Policy
AL/RTW 1 and add “The framework
should also be read alongside the
Conservation Areas Appraisal for Royal
Tunbridge Wells and Rusthall 2000 (or
any update to these appraisals) and the
guidance contained within these
appraisals”, to the final paragraph.
Intended that a further piece of guidance
in the form on design codes (see figure
1.1) and section 5.4 should be brought
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Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

6. We welcome the proposals for street trees but
forward to address these matters
were sorry to see little reference to street planting
Confirm that further topic papers will
other than trees, or to other elements such as
furniture, signage or lighting. We understand that address these matters.
these may be covered by further policy
documents. We would welcome proposals for
these, even if implementation is shared with Kent
Highways. We would also welcome public art and
water features, but only when more basic issues
have been dealt with and these features form a
coherent element of a designed whole.
7. We are not commenting on the individual
indicative designs, but we note that some of them
seem to require more analysis of how the spaces
are, or could be used, and related issues such as
the creation of pedestrian and cycle routes
separate from motor traffic; the need for facilities
for deliveries; and the special needs of those with
mobility limitations. We note that there is no
provision for a pedestrian link from Mt Pleasant
across the railway and Station Approach to the
Morrison's building, as suggested in the Site
Allocations DPD.
8. The Society welcomes a long-term plan, not
because it is long-term but because it recognises
the scale of the changes that are needed, and
accepts that it will take time to achieve them. We
understand the implementation of these
proposals is largely dependent on negotiation
with developers, and this means there is little
scope at present for costing a programme of
work. We look forward to the Council revisiting
these designs when possible and developing
them in conjunction with policies for the adjacent
sites and buildings.
9. Our members found difficulty in getting hold of

To confirm that they are early indicative
and will require topographical surveys,
movement analysis, ownership
confirmations access and delivery
requirements etc etc.

Recognition of this noted, .and welcome

There is a lot of information which is
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Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?
copies of the SPD, and at more than 90 pages in
total it can be doubted how many would have
either printed it off or read it on screen. We
understand the cost implications of making such a
lengthy document widely available in hard copy
but note that this difficulty is likely to affect the
response to consultation. A much shorter
document would have been more effective from
this point of view.

UDF_70

Tunbridge Wells District
Committee Campaign to
Protect Rural England

UDF_76

Friends of Woodbury Park
Cemetery

Yes

TWBC Response

difficult to precis.
Wil investigate ways of disseminating
perhaps by way of a summary.

Produce separate summary

The figure 5.5 and key projects matrix will
also be a way of doing this.

Strongly support. However, it could usefully include a Noted and agreed para 3.4.10 refers
reference to the important approach roads to the
town: a town’s character is seriously damaged if the
visitor’s first impression is of ugly suburban or
industrial sprawl. The tree-lined approaches are really
important to the character of Tunbridge Wells and
reference to them should not be buried in later parts
of the document.
The Friends of Woodbury Park Cemetery warmly
support the general approach of this document and
the weight it gives to conserving the heritage aspects
of the town, its trees and its green spaces. Not only
does the cemetery offer a quiet green oasis in a busy
urban area, but it has hitherto been protected from
noise and visual intrusion by the gardens and trees of
the surrounding properties

TWBC Recommendation

Reinforce text reference to the
importance of approaches.

Noted.
The Commons, green spaces and large
gardens are all valuable to character and
biodiversity.

Refer to this in green section and add
to mapping where appropriate

Although the cemetery lies just outside the identified
“quarters” covered by the document it is in a part of
the town where major high density residential
redevelopment is taking place, such as that proposed
for the Arriva bus garage. It is highly vulnerable to
adverse impacts on its character from new building
and changes of uses close to its boundaries,
especially those which would abut or overlook the
area. Although a Listed structure surrounded by
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Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

many handsome buildings, it does not have the
protections of a surrounding Conservation Area.
We would wish the strategy document specifically to
mention , perhaps in the sections dealing with the
public realm, the need to retain and augment wide
and densely planted “bands of tree protection” around
heritage spaces such as this. Likewise to say that
special considerations will apply to the siting, footprint
and height of properties on redeveloped neighbouring
sites that affect heritage graveyards.

Note. Include reference in future views
We would also like to see something in the document and landmarks guide.
about resisting change of use, retaining and where
appropriate acquiring in the public interest adjoining
green areas, such as that of the “triangle” of private
land currently protecting the south side of Woodbury
Park cemetery where it provides a significant
proportion of its tree canopy.

Include reference in future views and
landmarks guide

We imagine some of the same issues and pressures
must arise at Trinity Churchyard, so that the points
we are raising may have application there also.
UDF_77

Mrs Barbara Ling (member
of Friends of Woodbury
Park Cemetery)

Having seen this submission [see Comment No.
UDF_67] I wholly agree with the points it makes and
would like them to apply pari passu to Woodbury
Park Cemetery.

Noted
See above

I strongly support the great emphasis given in the
document to protecting the heritage of the town and it
applies equally to Woodbury Park Cemetery as a
heritage site, even though it lies just outside the area
covered by the document.
UDF_82

Sport England

Sport England would recommend that reference is
made within this document to the Sport England
Active Design document can be found, which is on

Noted, but too specific for the UDF
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Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

our website at the following address:
www.sportengland.org , under Facilities and
Planning. Further to this, I would recommend the
inclusion of a description of what this document can
be used for. The two main functions of Active Design
are to provide a checklist for urban designers and
masterplanners to use when designing new
developments and to provide criteria in which a
proposed masterplan can be assessed against. The
checklist provides a number of criteria under three
key Active Design objectives which are Improving
Accessibility, Enhancing Amenity and Increasing
Mention that the green spaces are
Awareness, against which three identified activity
important for formal and informal
settings can be considered, which are Everyday
Activity Destinations, Informal Activity and Recreation activities. Health and wellbeing benefits.
and Formal Sports and Leisure Activities.
UDF_83

Nathaniel Lichfield for
Carraway Tunbridge Wells

Yes

TWBC Recommendation

Add text

Yes – subject to comments below
1) Paragraph 1.2.1- Purpose of the Urban Design
Framework
We broadly support the overall intentions of the
Urban Design Framework (UDF) which is being
prepared to set out general design principles to
developments within Royal Tunbridge Wells town
centre. The preparation of the UDF is embedded in
Policy AL/TW1 of the emerging Site Allocations DPD
which commits the Council to prepare the UDF for
town centre developments. The purpose of the UDF
is to provide detailed design guidance, and the
Council makes clear in this paragraph that its
intention is for the UDF to provide “indications” of
appropriate style and character of developments.
This approach is in line with the guidance contained
within the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF, para. 59) which sets out that design policies
should avoid unnecessary prescription or detail, and

Support noted
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Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

should concentrate on guiding the overall scale,
density, massing and so on.
As such, the UDF should not be presented as a
“blueprint” in paragraph 1.2.1; this is too prescriptive
and by definition means a reproduction of a technical
drawing. This conflicts with both the Council’s
objectives for this document, and the guidance within
the NPPF. We therefore request that “blueprint” is
replaced with “guide” to ensure the SPD is sufficiently
flexibility and does not stifle innovation, originality or
initiative through unsubstantiated requirements to
confirm to certain development forms or styles (NPPF
para. 60). Importantly, this will ensure delivery of
Accepted terminology is unclear.
allocated development sites within the borough and
the delivery of the Site Allocations DPD.
Consider substituting guide or similar
term.
Summary: The word “blueprint” should be

Insert ‘guide’ or similar wording

replaced with “guide”.
2) Paragraph 1.2.2
The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (Regs. 11-16) sets out
the requirements for preparing Supplementary
Planning Documents (SPDs): they must, inter alia,
contain a reasoned justification of the policies
contained in it and any policies within the SPD must
not conflict with the adopted development plan.
Further guidance on preparing SPDs is contained
within the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) and
makes clear that SPDs should build upon and provide
more detailed advice or guidance on the policies in
the Local Plan.
As such, it is important for Section 1 of the UDF to
clearly relate back to policy within the statutory
development plan to which it supplements (in this
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Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
made in the box below:
Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Noted

Add reference to parent policy and
any other supporting policy eg NPPF,
Core Strategy

case the emerging Site Allocations DPD, which is
now being progressed in place of the Town Centre
Area Action Plan originally proposed). The SPD
should explicitly note its purpose, which is “to ensure
comprehensive redevelopment schemes are of a high
quality pursuant to the generally high townscape
quality of Royal Tunbridge Wells town centre” as
required by Policy AL/TW1 of the emerging Site
Allocations DPD.
Summary: Inset reference to relevant policy
within the emerging Site Allocations DPD when
identifying the purpose of the SPD and explicitly
state what it is seeking to achieve .
3) Paragraph 1.3.3 – Approach and Scope of the
Urban Design Framework
We support paragraph 1.3.3 which confirms that the
UDF will not make detailed proposals for specific
sites, streets, junctions or spaces. It is essential the
SPD is not too prescriptive; flexibility is required to
ensure schemes are deliverable on site.
Developments are subject to a wide range of viability
and deliverability considerations which are only fully
explored as detailed development options are
progressed on sites. It is important that the UDF does
not preclude developments from progressing, and
instead seek to enable regeneration of the high
design quality. As set out above, this is in line with
the guidance set out within the NPPF (paras. 59 and
60) which steers design policies away from
prescribing unnecessary detail. The SPD must be
prepared in this context, and should be explicit that it
has done so accordingly.

Noted

Summary: We support the approach.
4) Paragraph 1.4.3- Structure of the Urban Design
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Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
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Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Framework
We note the Council is intending to prepare further
guidance in the form of Urban Design Codes and
Topic Guides.
We question whether Urban Design Codes are
necessary, desirable or achievable in light of the
guidance already produced by the UDF. The UDF will
provide design guidelines, as advocated by the
NPPF, which developments will need to consider.
Preparing further Design Codes is unlikely to be
necessary and could become overly prescriptive.
Further, these will be timeconsuming to produce and
the preparation of these codes may not be achievable
over the plan period. The NPPF suggests that Local
Planning Authorities should consider using design
codes where they could help deliver high quality
outcomes; however, these should avoid unnecessary
prescription or detail and should concentrate on
guiding the overall scale, density, massing etc (Para
59). Our view is that this UDF is sufficient in its own
right in providing design guidance for the town centre.

They will add further clarity in accordance
with paragraph 59 of the NPPF.

It is not intended that any design codes
will be overly prescriptive. The town (and
the conservation area) has a complex
character and adding some further
descriptive text is considered will be
useful.

We generally support the preparation of Topic Guides
on issues such as art in the public realm, lighting and
Noted
views/landmarks. These may provide helpful aids to
specific aspects for developments as they come
forward.
Summary: Delete reference to Design Codes in
Para. 1.4.3
UDF_86

Historic England

Thank you for your email of 29 May 2015 consulting
Historic England on the above draft document.
Historic England strongly supports the preparation of
an urban design strategy for Royal Tunbridge Wells
and is generally in agreement with the principles set

No change

Not supported
Endorsement for the preparation of UDF
noted and welcomed
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Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
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Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
Tunbridge Wells based on
managing change while
respecting its character ?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

out therein.
Royal Tunbridge Wells is a historically significant
town in the sub-regional and national context in view
of its development as a spa resort, a relatively rare
type of urban settlement, which has been the major
factor in its evolution of its morphology and
townscape. A proactive approach to protecting and
enhancing the special character of the town is
required to ensure the elements that make up the
multiple and varied layers of the town’s significance,
and the SDP along with the local plan policies within
which it sits is welcome in this respect.

Useful observation
Incorporate into secion 1.1
background (or 3.1.4)

While supporting the document in general, we have a
number of detailed points that we hope will
strengthen the framework and the objectives within it.
The Part 1 Principles document is a good statement
of ambition and a recognition of the need for wellconsidered change to reflect how the town and its
population have changed and are continuing to
change without harming the strong historic character
of the place that is one of the main reasons why it is
so popular. Given the pervasiveness of the historic
environment in the town, it is essential that the
document makes strong reference to its heritage
assets and the wider traditional townscape. It is
explicit (e.g. at para 2.2.1) that the Conservation Area
Appraisal is a key document but some references to
Section 12 of the National Planning Policy
Framework historic environment issues, such as for
listed buildings and their settings and undesignated
heritage assets, would help to acknowledge such
issues as important. Archaeology is a much less
significant issue in Tunbridge Wells due to the
comparatively recent date of its establishment as a
town but some indication that there is potential for
evidential value in the underlying topography that

Noted. There are sufficient references

Noted. Much of the town is post 1820 and
therefore not normally listable.
Incorporate reference to
Undesignated local heritage assets
undesignated assets
therefore important
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

may inform change and development would be
useful.
At para 3.1.4 we think the groups of listed buildings
should include the Civic Complex and other listed
buildings (Holy Trinity and Lloyds Bank) at the
crossroads. We would not agree that the town has
few major buildings; the Civic Complex is a significant
group and a rare example of a complete complex of
inter-war civil buildings designed to bring all major
public services together. Other landmark buildings on
Landmark notation is more for visual
Fig 3.2 could include the railway station and the
significance rather than
Great Hall.
historic/architectural. Review application
The Pantiles, undoubtedly a jewel in the crown of the of notations incl. marker buildings
town, needs to be re-invigorated but this should be
achieved without harming its existing character. This
part of town lacks vitality all year round and for when
planned events are not taking place the suggestions
for activities in para 3.3.26 could be supported.
Proposals for redevelopment of Union House (ref.
para 3.3.29 and para 5.3.21) have been under
discussion for some time and whilst the size of any
replacement building may prove to be locally
controversial we could nevertheless support the
principle of such a change if it contributes to
sustaining The Pantiles as a nationally significant
exemplar of historic townscape. Introducing
sympathetic new uses to the ‘quarter’, such as the
proposal for a cinema in the former Corn Exchange,
is another possible way of re-purposing this part of
the town.

Review map

Modify commentary at 5.3.21
Noted. Useful to add this sort of
qualification into text to reflect this
comment

In the Public Realm Framework section (5.3) we can
support consideration of how to make Civic Way and
the part of Mount Pleasant near the listed war
memorial more of a public space with priority to
pedestrians not vehicles. This is however a complex
set of challenges and much may depend on what
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Question 1 - Do you support the Question 1a - Constructive comments can be
intention of the Urban Design
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Framework in its purpose of
providing guidance on all
development activity in
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happens to the Civic Complex. There is an argument
that the existing public facilities that are concentrated
here in one place should be retained and enhanced
rather than replaced by new facilities as a focus
elsewhere which would create a separate cultural
hub. Some works have just been completed to trafficcalm the road outside of the Opera House, but it is
not clear that the draft guidance on the palette of
surfacing materials has been respected in this
instance. Fiveways is the public space occupied by
the Millennium Clock; it has not worked well as a
public space and is an opportunity to create a better
urban node to aid way-finding and connect places.
Fig 5.4 shows locations for possible new townscape
areas and it is linked to the SAPD and the part 2
Opportunities document. The AXA PPP car park
behind Mount Pleasant is not included, and even if
not used by TWBC as part of its aspiration for a new
theatre and civic offices, it is nevertheless an
opportunity for major townscape improvements. This
applies also to 1980s Great Hall car park.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Noted, and agreed to an extent. Material
selection involved engineering and
public/political input to final choice.
Scheme not fully implemented and
snagging to be undertaken. Early to judge
fully
Expand text in 5.4 to mention the new
townscape areas.
Noted

Include in final Figure 5.4

[comments on Sections 3 and 5 have also been
placed against the consultation points for those
sections. See UDF_87 and 88]
UDF_89

Mr A C Blackman

Yes

Hope the final SPD will have more recent aerial
photographs!

Reliant on several sources. Accepted
though that some will not be up to date.
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Section 3: Context & Overview describes the urban structure of Royal Tunbridge Wells town centre and provides an overview of some of its issues.
Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 2 – Do you generally
Question 2a – Comments can be made in the box
agree with the description of the below:
town centre and the particular
problems which have been
highlighted?

TWBC Response

UDF_2

Ms Clare Caless

Yes

Noted

UDF_16

Mr Roger FitzPatrick

Yes

UDF_22

Southborough Town
Council

Yes

UDF_27

Michael Warren

No

Yes I applaud the breadth and accuracy of the data
and observations in Section 3 and hence its
description of the town centre.

TWBC Recommendation

Support noted

Noted

1. Through Traffic
1.1 In paragraph 5.3.8 “ The Mount Pleasant crossing
at Crescent (not Calverley as stated) Road/ Church
Road represents a challenge … with east west traffic
and north south pedestrian movements.” Is a
masterpiece of understatement. The east west traffic
is in fact A264 which is a designated strategic trunk
route carrying a very heavy flow of mostly through
traffic, including 44 ton 12 wheel monsters. Tunbridge
Wells has aspirations to be a place of pleasure and
resort with a strong Arcadian character. But how can
this be possible when we allow heavy traffic to pass
right through the centre of town with all its noise,
pollution and sheer ugliness. The Town Plan Advisory
Panel suggested (Plan 7) an attractive shared space
with multiple crossings for this junction but this would
only be possible if the through traffic were removed.
The Town Forum document “Getting Around
Tunbridge Wells” (see para 4.1) called for early action
to restrict heavy lorries from the town centre. No
other town in Kent has to suffer from through traffic
without any relief. Even the little villages have
bypasses. It is wholly unacceptable that this
“challenge” in the centre of Tunbridge Wells should
be swept under the carpet again. We know there is
no money at present but the Urban Design
Framework must contain a requirement for an
alternative route for the A264 as a strategic
necessity.

Noted

Error noted

Correction

There are few alternative east- west cross
town routes in the town so completely
closing Crescent /Church is not an option

The transport strategy rather than the
UDF would be the vehicle for such
proposals. Although as acknowledged,
there is no finance available in the short
/medium term for any bypass
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Question 2 – Do you generally
Question 2a – Comments can be made in the box
agree with the description of the below:
town centre and the particular
problems which have been
highlighted?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

2. Carr’s Corner
2.1 We agree with the comment in Paragraph 5.2.30
that “A significant number of people arrive in town
from the east…” The point also needs to be made
that one of the principal pedestrian flows in the town
has to cross a strategic trunk route (A264 mentioned
above) without the benefit of traffic lights, pedestrian
crossing, central refuge or anything else. The back of
the shopping centre, facing Victoria Road may be a
hostile environment (paragraph 3.3.8) but the huge
volume of heavy vehicles makes Carr’s Corner a far
more brutal environment. The intimidating nature of
heavy vehicles and the danger to pedestrians
crossing the road to get to the station is mentioned in
paragraph 5.3.12 but at least they have the benefit of
2 traffic light controlled crossings. The situation at
Carr’s Corner is far worse with a much higher flow of
traffic and no controlled crossings. The problem was
exacerbated when KCC re-designed the roundabout
to optimize the flow for vehicles without any thought
being given to pedestrians. It is now much more
dangerous for pedestrians because vehicles have a
clearer view of the roundabout and approach at
higher speed. The solution proposed in Part 2 item 4
would merely serve to make a bad situation far
worse. The Town Forum have proposed a number of
measures to slow traffic down, including a 20 mph
speed limit. The Joint Transportation Board is also
considering a petition to provide a crossing between
St Augustine Church and the car park and a 20 mph
speed limit would provide some alleviation. Of
course, slowing the traffic down can only be an
interim solution. It is wholly unacceptable that a major
trunk route should be allowed to cross a principal
pedestrian flow into the town for the indefinite future.
Again, the Urban Design Framework must contain a
requirement for an alternative route for the A264 as a
strategic necessity.

The importance of the A264 and the
conflict is recognised by KCC the highway
authority.

Slowing traffic by imposing a 20mph limit
and /or through changing street design in
favour of pedestrians, are the sort of
solutions that could be achieved in the
short term. Any strategic change to the
road infrastructure is a decision required
at regional/ national level.

Add text to highlight the particular
problem on the A 264 corridor on
approaches and through town centre.
Add reference to 20s plenty

3. Roundabouts
3.1 In many towns in the UK and more especially in
France, beautiful roundabouts establish civic pride at
arrival points. The two roundabouts mentioned in the
document are a disgrace to the town. When Carr’s

Comments noted. Agree that the
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Question 2 – Do you generally
Question 2a – Comments can be made in the box
agree with the description of the below:
town centre and the particular
problems which have been
highlighted?
Corner was re-built 2 years ago, the garden was
suitably planted but subsequently, it had minimal
maintenance and became a mass of weeds. The
treatment given to the tree that fell over in January
this year is simply scandalous. The Urban Design
Framework should therefore contain a requirement
for the roundabouts to have dramatic flower displays,
public art, water features or other means of
establishing the Arcadian brand of Tunbridge Wells. If
the roundabouts were sponsored, as they are
elsewhere, the cost would be minimal. Although
outside the town centre, the 2 roundabouts at the A21
end of Pembury Road should be similarly beautified.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

prominent nature of roundabouts offers a
opportunity.to celebrate mark the town
out. Responsibility of Kent Highways and
subject to constraints on safety, visibility
and access have made efforts in the past
difficult.
Add comment specifically on this
Add comment specifically on this problem problem.

4. Other Comments
Although produced in 2007, many of the
4.1 In paragraph 2.2.2, “Getting Around Tunbridge
issues are still relevant. Useful
Wells – residents’ views” should be added to the list
contribution to the local ‘evidence’ base
of documents used to support the preparation of the
as referred to in paragraph 1.3.2
Urban Design Framework. This document was
produced by the Town Forum in 2007 and represents
the views of the residents of the town centre.
Although it is now 8 years old and focused on
transport, many of its findings are still relevant to
current urban design.

List as a useful evidence base

4.2 In paragraph 5.2.2, the correct name should be
Calverley Grounds not Calverley Park. The correct
name is used in para 5.3.11.

Correct name

Noted

UDF_29

Mr Peter Perry

Yes

Noted

UDF_36

RTW Town Forum
(Transport Group)

Yes

Noted

UDF_41

Dr P Whitbourn

Yes

Yes - generally.

General agreement welcomed

In paragraph 3.3.14 on page 16, relating to "the Civic
Quarter", the "lack of activity at what should be the
heart of the town centre" is in large measure due to
the lack of civic pride in our listed Town Hall and the
Council's decision to close its doors to the public. The
Civic Centre should be a vibrant place in which
community activities are welcome. The splayed
frontage of this local landmark could be floodlit on

The Heritage Statement sets out the
history and significance of the civic
complex and other nearby listed
buildings. This evidence should inform
any future proposals.
Lighting is intended for a future topic
paper. It is expected that floodlighting of
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Question 2 – Do you generally
Question 2a – Comments can be made in the box
agree with the description of the below:
town centre and the particular
problems which have been
highlighted?
winters evenings and much better use made of this
important community asset.

UDF_49

RTW Town Forum
(Planning & Development
Working Group)

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

key buildings and features will be part of
this.

3.2 Movement
3.2.1-3.2.6 The WG endorses the identification of key
gateways to the north, south, east and west of the
town as subjects for future enhancement. We are not
sure that 3.2.2 adequately deals with the speed and
extent to which retailing is evolving as a result of online retailing and the need to consider alternative
uses for buildings within the town centre.
3.2.7 While the WG strongly supports a strategy for
enhancement of the spaces around a key approach
to the town at the railway station, we feel the draft
UDF is unduly pessimistic in finding the station
convenient neither for the Pantiles nor for the top of
the town on account of distance. There is no
topographical problem in reaching the nearby
Pantiles while those in poor or frail health are served
by regular bus connections to the nearby top of the
town, as mentioned in paragraph 3.2.8.
3.2.9 In its response to the Site Allocations DPD
consultation, the WG has suggested ways of
improving connectivity with Vale Avenue and the
Belvedere Estate.

Paragraph 1.1.8 indicates that the role of
town centres needs to change. Also the
reference at para. 2.2.2 to the Re-imaging
of High Streets guidance, s highly
relevant
Point noted. Modify text to reflect
comment

Modify text to reflect prime/ central
position of station and link to taxis
and buses.

Noted

3.3 Distinctive quarters
The WG broadly supports the analysis made in
paragraphs 3.3.1 to 3.3.30.

Support noted

3.3.7 This should be updated to reflect the fact that
the improvement work associated with the clock area
has already been done. There is a remaining difficulty
to resolve at Fiveways in that thespace is not
enclosed sufficiently to cause people to think they are
in a public space. It lacks architectural definition
because too few of the buildings around it address
and contain the space. A water feature and additional Agree
trees might remedy this in part.

Include qualifying text to this effect

3.3.11 Camden Road and its visual atmosphere is an
important asset as a counter balance to the chain
Whilst total pedestrianisation may not be
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Question 2 – Do you generally
Question 2a – Comments can be made in the box
agree with the description of the below:
town centre and the particular
problems which have been
highlighted?

TWBC Response

shop atmosphere of Calverley Road. We agree that it
is currently severely compromised by vehicular traffic
and that pedestrianisation (with provision for
deliveries) as far as the Victoria Road traffic lights
should be seriously considered.

possible as a number of businesses are
serviced or run businesses. Could though
introduce pedestrian priority and traffic
calming to define character of the area
more.

3.3.12 While the WG agrees that the area of Mt
Pleasant adjacent to the Town Hall is worthy of
significant public realm enhancement as a central
focus in the town, it is absolutely crucial first to
consider how to transform it into an effective square
through better architectural definition of the space.
Opportunity for this may occur in conjunction with the
design of the proposed cultural hub.

The built form may stay similar to the
existing. The use of paving planting and
public realm changes offers significant
opportunity to define the space.

3.3.13-3.3.14 Although recent surveys show Mt
Pleasant to be near the top in terms of physical daily
pedestrian footfall, the WG agrees that its vitality
could be enhanced by the changes discussed in
paragraph 3.3.14.

Noted

TWBC Recommendation

3.3.15 It should also be noted that many of the
Interesting observation. Will check
individual buildings in this western quarter are
becoming shabby and a coherent strategy to improve
the appearance of the frontages would be worthwhile.
3.3.17 The UDF should mention that the Cinema Site
continues to compromise the quality of Mount
Pleasant. The need for a radical rethink for this site
should be the conclusion drawn from the long period
that it has remained undeveloped. Had proposals of
the last few years been good and viable,
development would have taken place. The site is
compromised by the railway tunnel and therefore new
ideas need to be developed. These could include
examining potential building lines and mixed uses,
including a residential element, as a way to enliven
the town centre.

The draft Site Allocations DPD covers all
options for future mixed uses, which
ought to contribute to the vitality and
viability of the town centre

This whole area might benefit from a
3.3.19 and 3.3.22 In its response to the Site
Allocations DPD consultation, the WG has suggested more detailed ‘masterplan’
how the “hole in the ground” at the corner of Grove
Hill Rd might be developed as an extension of the
proposed Vale Avenue Area of Change.
Noted. Whilst loss of employment space
3.3.21 We share the concern that the reversion of
is regrettable in terms of vitality and
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Question 2 – Do you generally
Question 2a – Comments can be made in the box
agree with the description of the below:
town centre and the particular
problems which have been
highlighted?
large properties to residential on the Belvedere
Estate may compromise its vitality as a business
area. The process of reversion to single occupancy of
large formerly sub-divided houses in other parts of
the town is also having a negative impact on meeting
housing need under the Local Plan. Both phenomena
would warrant more careful planning control but this
may prove difficult on account of national planning
legislation.
3.3.27 While welcoming the further development of
tourism at the Pantiles, the WG endorses the view
expressed in this paragraph that there needs to be
some control over outdoor cafe/restaurant seating
which has proliferated recently and could become
intrusive, to the overall detriment of the Pantiles.
3.3.29 In view of Dandara’s recent acquisition of
Union House, this paragraph needs to be updated.
Union House sits at the head of the Pantiles in the
south. The architectural criticism of the present
building is apt but this is not the nub of the problem.
The present use is not suitable to close off this
unique public space which draws tourists and is the
one place in town where people regularly congregate.
The site has to fulfil expectations with a keynote
building of high quality and it could. It has a huge
volume which goes unnoticed. Its future uses needs
to be carefully studied and could include a
combination of spa, hotel and water feature in order
to respond to the historical associations of Royal
Tunbridge Wells as a spa town. The UDF should also
include a consideration of what this site could
contribute to enhance the Southern approach to the
town. Better integration of the successor building with
the Pantiles might flow by considering an extension of
the redevelopment to close off the hazardous London
Road entrance to Linden Park Road, which damages
the enclosed atmosphere of the Pantiles.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

viability of the town, it does bring
residential back into properties that were
historically houses. Government policy
also promotes this through permitted
development rights taking it out of the
control of planning authorities. We are
only able to protect long term future of
purpose built office blocks.

Noted.
There is potentially a case for guidance
on external café seating across whole
town centre
Comments most welcome and agreed.

Opening up and making more attractive
providing a visual ‘anchor’ to the Pantiles.
Also a gateway building on the Eridge
approach would help define the entry into
the town centre. (see 3.2.3)
Public realm seen as important
component with a potential as set out in
opportunities scheme 16
Range and scale of uses will depend on
viability and the cost of removing and
redeveloping the existing building.

3.4 Townscape
The WG broadly supports the analysis made in
paragraphs 3.4.1 to 3.4.12.
3.4.1 More emphasis could, however, usefully be

Noted.Listed buildings are generally
located in discreet areas, eg Pantiles and
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Question 2 – Do you generally
Question 2a – Comments can be made in the box
agree with the description of the below:
town centre and the particular
problems which have been
highlighted?
given to the importance of protecting locally listed
buildings within conservation areas so as to maintain
their special character.
3.4. 7 The reference to Calverley Park should be to
Calverley Grounds and Calverley Park.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Calverley Park. Much of the town though
is post 1820 and therefore buildings
would not normally be listable.
Undesignated local heritage assets are
therefore important

Include reference to importance of
local heritage assets (designated and
undesignated) adding to townscape
grain and rich detailing

Noted
3.4.8-3.4.12 The WG has amplified this analysis in its
May 2015 report “Developing our Green Network”
Consider referring to this recent
emphasising the economic, health, leisure and
document
tourism benefits which may flow from enhancing our
green spaces and the green links between them both
within and outside the immediate town centre.

Add reference to document

3.5 Street detail
The WG broadly supports the analysis made in
paragraphs 3.5.1 to 3.4.12, particularly in respect of
street lighting styles.
3.5.1-3.5.2 The WG strongly supports the continued
use of (and possible restoration at appropriate
locations) of the traditional materials listed. It is
therefore a matter for regret that the improvement
scheme at the Five Ways has been marred by the
choice of large stone paving slabs more characteristic
of London squares for the central area around the
Millennium Clock and the absence of an overall
feeling of cohesion. In future improvements to the
public realm, which the WG strongly supports in
principle, it is to be hoped that more traditional or
vibrant materials will be used at key locations. Also,
as further public realm improvements are foreseen for
the area outside the Town Hall, it will be important
properly to embrace the concept of shared space in
Tunbridge Wells, putting people first and traffic
second so that “ownership” of the public space
passes from a few vehicle users to the majority
pedestrians, which has still not happened at
Fiveways. The continuation of such features as
specifically designated pedestrian crossings tends to
negate the philosophy behind the shared space
concept, which has been proven in such places as
Exhibition Road in Kensington and New Road in
Brighton.

Noted

Noted, and agreed to an extent. Material
selection involved engineering and
public/political input to the final choice.

Future schemes are still unlikely to fully
embrace the concept of shared space
due to local reticence and a cautious
approach by the highway authority. It will
be a balance between the needs of the
pedestrian and being responsive to
consultation with inputs from access and
transport groups.
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Question 2 – Do you generally
Question 2a – Comments can be made in the box
agree with the description of the below:
town centre and the particular
problems which have been
highlighted?

UDF_58

Mr Robert Atwood

Yes

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Also, see my attached paper [comments on Section 3 Noted
within the attached paper as follows ]:
Noted.
 Para 3.1.1 It is assumed “complementary uses”
includes entertainment and leisure. If so, it should
Add to list of uses
say so specifically as these other uses are
fundamental to the town’s success.
Whilst loss of employment space is
 Para 3.3.21 refers to the issue of properties in the regrettable in terms of vitality and viability
Belvedere Estate reverting to residential use
of the town, it does bring residential back
without providing a view of the planning attitude
into properties that were historically
towards this trend.
houses. Government policy also
promotes this through permitted
development rights taking it out of the
planning authorities control. We are able
to protect long term future of purpose built
office blocks.





Para 3.3.28 refers to the disappointing outer
frontage of the Pantiles without providing any
guidance on the planning attitude towards
changes.
Para 3.5.8 and .9 and -10 all make important
points about lighting issues and the lack of public
art, but do not attempt a solution, nor more
importantly the planning criteria that should be
used.

Noted

Add further commentary

These topics will be the subject of further
guidance

[see Comment No. UDF_56 for whole paper]
UDF_71

Tunbridge Wells District
Committee Campaign to
Protect Rural England

Yes

We agree with much of this section. However







Under Historical Development add something like
“As a spa town, RTW traditionally attracted
elderly people and those seeking to improve their
health. Walking and riding in the commons, parks
and surrounding countryside were important
attractions alongside taking the waters”
Under Movement and the various Quarters, there
is an almost complete failure to consider cyclists’
needs. This should be rectified.
The lake should be mentioned under 3.3.30
Under Lighting (after para 3.5.9) add something
like “Care should be taken to limit light spillage
and duration, so as not to detract from
biodiversity in the commons, parks and gardens,

Noted

Expand text in this regard

Noted and agreed

Review the document to ensure
adequate reference to cycling needs

Brighton Lake is outside the geographic
area of the town centre
Noted detail

Add reference for future topic guide
to address
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Question 2 – Do you generally
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town centre and the particular
problems which have been
highlighted?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

and in order to preserve dark skies as far as
possible in the surrounding countryside”
UDF_78

St John's Road Residents
Association

Movement – General Structure of the town centre
Movement and Connectivity
3.2.1 I agree with the analysis. However, the northIssues more for strategic infrastructure
south spine of the A26 is over used and I believe
and transport strategy
should not be open to non-local traffic. I also object to
the passage of HGVs in such a highly residential
route and these should be routed away from the A26
into the town centre. In the absence of a ring road
around Royal Tunbridge Wells, it is the only route
connecting north, from the A21, to south to the coast
so we need a relief road. There is a partial solution in
the widening of the A21 Pembury Road Bypass but
this will temporarily alleviate north south traffic until it
hits the Blue Boys roundabout when the A21 returns
to a single carriageway.
3.2.2 The London Road cuts through Royal
Tunbridge Wells and separates east from west. It
makes connectivity difficult for both pedestrians as
well as motorists to negotiate. The road is a major
artery for motor traffic and, therefore, is prone to
frequent and serious congestion. On occasions, it has
been know for traffic to grind to a halt for more than
an hour, stretching all the way back to the A21
turnoff. This is not conducive to free flow of cars or
commercial vehicles. It adds to the extreme levels of
pollution from NO 2 and particulates which emanate
from large lorries and buses along the A26 of which
St. John’s Road and the London Road form a part.
Recently, there was a Supreme Court decision won
by Client Earth against HM government regarding the
amount of pollution coming from diesel vehicles. HM
government was ordered to reduce pollution down to
EU levels where UK levels exceed 3 to 4 times the
EU limits.
3.2.21 I agree with this statement. We need new
parking solutions for this end of town

This road provides a natural by pass to
the town centre. It is though vitally
important to enhance the crossings and
east- west connectivity for pedestrians
cyclists and other users.

Not sure where exactly this is referring to
?
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agree with the description of the below:
town centre and the particular
problems which have been
highlighted?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

3.3 The Pantiles
3.3.28 As the town’s foremost tourist attraction, it is
poorly promoted/featured to the visitor. Apart from
signs near the entrance to the Pantiles itself, there
are no brown historic signs at entrances to the town
(at the four major routes into town A26 [north and
south], A264, A267) showing the existence of this
prime tourist attraction.

Agree

The approach from the west if coming from Langton
Green and down Major Yorks Road leads to a
roundabout and there is no sign that you have arrived
at the Pantiles. It is, in fact, a very unattractive
junction for pedestrians. Cars travelling north or south
on that part of London Road dominate the landscape
and makes for a very utilitarian approach. The
Noted
adverse visual impact of the Eridge Road, Major
Yorks Road and London Road junction has been
admirably described in Para. 5.2.8.
3.3.3 I agree totally with this observation.
Similar remarks can be made as to the historic
quarter of Mt. Sion/High Street area.
3.4.1 Conservation Area
I agree with this description of the three main centres
of the town and we should maintain the green spaces
which we are fortunate to have. More care and
attention should be given to keeping these
environmentally valuable spaces free from
development and pristine for the benefit of future
generations. They provide the “lungs” of the town
which is unfortunately plagued by congestion for a
major proportion of the day, week and year. We
should protect these spaces from encroachment from
cars. Adverse impact of parking or neglect will lead to
degradation of the quality of our historic assets.
There are several examples of this in the centre of
our townscape such as the cinema site which has
stood derelict for 13 years and is now in its 14th year
of disuse and the Trinity Churchyard. I trust that the
Agree. These are an important
Council will comply with the relevant legislation and
component in the green infrastructure of
regulations to protect our precious green spaces as
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Question 2 – Do you generally
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agree with the description of the below:
town centre and the particular
problems which have been
highlighted?
mentioned in Para. 3.4.10 and 3.4.11.
With specific reference to the cinema site, there is still
an opportunity for the Council to bid under
compulsory purchase powers. They should obtain a
current market value from the Lands Tribunal and
obtain consent from the Minister for local government
(which sits nicely within Greg Clark's department), to
use the land for specific social, community,
environmental and/or commercial benefit. The
cinema site has prime commercial value. With some
imagination, the Council could create a design using
the Decimus Burton concept of a garden suburb of
great public architecture but build a totally modern,
cutting edge interior suitable for today's retail arcade,
place of entertainment, residential quarter, or
conference centre. All these purposes could give the
civic heart of town a purpose that would also
generate income for our long term benefit.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

the town

Council has bid for the site in the recent
past. See FAQ on Borough Council web
site (nb – link is too large to include here)
Understood that site has recently been
sold.

3.4.2 Townscape Analysis
Agree that from north to south, Tunbridge Wells is
designed like a “spine”. It is disjointed in not having
Comments noted
points which would naturally connect the different
parts of the town. It is not pedestrian or cycle friendly.
Unfortunately, the architecture of the north is untidy,
has too many different uncoordinated styles and its
conventional shopping mall is brutalist by contrast to
the south. I agree with the last bullet point that some
individual sites and buildings intrude on the general
quality of the townscape.
The messy retail facades, signboards, A-boards and
general clutter do not help. Need to remove clutter in
order to show off the beauty/grandeur of the
architecture. We need a building code for the town
centre that would conserve the beauty and character
of the existing buildings.

Pavement clutter can be an issue.
Add reference to this matter
There is potentially a case for guidance
on this and external café seating across
whole town centre.

3.5 Art in the Public Realm
Now that we have a new pedestrianised concourse in Noted
the “Five Ways” part of town, perhaps it would be an
opportunity to consider a new piece of public art to
Issue of the clock and water features are
show off the crisp white paving and to remove the
proving contentious.
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TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

non-operating clock to another location.
UDF_87

Historic England

At para 3.1.4 we think the groups of listed buildings
should include the Civic Complex and other listed
buildings (Holy Trinity and Lloyds Bank) at the
crossroads. We would not agree that the town has
few major buildings; the Civic Complex is a significant
group and a rare example of a complete complex of
inter-war civil buildings designed to bring all major
public services together. Other landmark buildings on
Fig 3.2 could include the railway station and the
Great Hall.
The Pantiles, undoubtedly a jewel in the crown of the
town, needs to be re-invigorated but this should be
achieved without harming its existing character. This
part of town lacks vitality all year round and for when
planned events are not taking place the suggestions
for activities in para 3.3.26 could be supported.
Proposals for redevelopment of Union House (ref.
para 3.3.29 and para 5.3.21) have been under
discussion for some time and whilst the size of any
replacement building may prove to be locally
controversial we could nevertheless support the
principle of such a change if it contributes to
sustaining The Pantiles as a nationally significant
exemplar of historic townscape. Introducing
sympathetic new uses to the ‘quarter’, such as the
proposal for a cinema in the former Corn Exchange,
is another possible way of re-purposing this part of
the town.

Landmark notation is more for visual
significance rather than
historic/architectural. Review application
of notations incl. marker buildings

Review final map

Noted.

Useful to add this sort of qualification into
text to reflect this comment

Add text at 5.3.21

[ see also whole comment at UDF_86]
UDF_90

Mr A C Blackman

Neither Yes nor No

Agree with the Chapter in general, particularly
Section 3.5 on Street Detail. But disagree the
emphasis that many areas are 'dominated' by roads
(which of course contain the distinctive street
features), and that this 'domination' is an evil that
must be countered (by proposals elsewhere in the
consultation documents). Whilst encouraging other
modes of transport (eg. walking, cycling) may be
laudable, not every journey can be made without
vehicles (eg. no delivery lorries = no goods to buy &
sell), and in some of the concepts the balance seems
to have gone too far in restricting traffic flows.

Must be a balanced approach which
should try to accommodate all needs.
Concept of Link and Place has relevance
where streets have differing often
competing roles ie. for movement or as
places
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 3 - Do you agree with
the key issues and objectives?

UDF_3

Ms Clare Caless

Yes

UDF_17

Mr Roger FitzPatrick

Yes

UDF_23

Southborough Town
Council

Yes

UDF_30

Mr Peter Perry

Yes

Question 3a - Are there any further matters that
could usefully be added?

TWBC Response

With the exception that I do not perceive the ribbondevelopment/extended length of the town centre, and
hence its lack of a 'town centre', as intrinsically
disadvantageous (in fact possibly it generates a
character of itself): Yes I agree the key issues and
objectives.

Noted

TWBC Recommendation

There is no one focus in the traditional
sense. The various character
areas/quarters are an asset

I strongly support the need to address the following
issues:
Rebalancing of pedestrian and traffic use, particularly
the A264 through the centre of town
Noted, and agreed. These are probably
two of the key issues to address
Poor sense of arrival at the town centre particualry
the disgraceful state of our roundablouts

UDF_37

RTW Town Forum
(Transport Group)

Yes

We strongly support the following issues:
Rebalancing of pedestrian and traffic use in key
streets particularly Church Street/Mount Pleasant
crossing at Town Hall and Carrs Corner

Noted, and agreed. These are probably
two of the key issues to address

Poor sense of arrival at the town centre particularly
the disgraceful state of our roundabouts.
UDF_42

Dr P Whitbourn

Yes

Yes, generally.
If the Council manages to achieve all of the
objectives set out in paragraph 4.3 on page 31 it will
be doing pretty well!

UDF_50

RTW Town Forum
(Planning & Development
Working Group)

No harm in having high aspirations.
Responsibility should be for all
stakeholders in the town though, not just
the Council

4. Key issues
The WG broadly supports the list of key issues and
objectives, notably the rebalancing of pedestrian and
traffic use in key streets and protection and
enhancement of historic buildings and the natural
environment. Specific mention might be made of the
role of buildings in shaping public spaces. This might
also be an appropriate place to mention the

Noted
Para 6.4.15 already mentions water
features which should be taken forward in
the Art in the Public Realm guidance
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Question 3 - Do you agree with
the key issues and objectives?

Question 3a - Are there any further matters that
could usefully be added?
opportunities for introducing new water features
within the urban fabric and the need to make better
and safer provision to secure desire lines for
pedestrians and cyclists across the town centre in
line with recommendations and routes identified in
the Town Forum report “Developing our Green
Network”.

UDF_59

Mr Robert Atwood

Yes

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Links to the draft cycling strategy, which
could be highlighted more

Enhance reference to cycling and
add to movement framework figure
5.2

But suggest further amplification per my attached
paper [comments on Section 4 within the attached
paper as follows ]:

Noted elsewhere



Specific point probably is dealt with under
second bullet –defining spatial strategy

Para 4.3 lists some designs objectives, to which I
would add “Improvement and definition of town
entry points, particularly in the South” as that
issue is included elsewhere in the text.

[see Comment No. UDF_56 for whole paper]
UDF_72

Tunbridge Wells District
Committee Campaign to
Protect Rural England

Yes

Under 4.1 add


Large retired population

Under 4.2 add







Lack of cycling facilities
Rather too specific.
Pedestrians have to wait too long at crossings:
more use of zebra crossings or improved timing
of signalised crossings could help both pedestrian Consider incorporating into wider text at
and vehicular traffic.
5.2
High population of retired people requires better
access and facilities for elderly people and those
with disabilities.
Accessible toilets should be available in all
Quarters of the town and disabled parking spaces
should be given priority in on-street parking.

Under 4.3 add cyclists to bullet points 6, 8 and 10. In
8 th bullet delete “Consider the benefit of” and insert
“Provide”. Add new bullets:



UDF_79

St John's Road Residents
Association

Latest demographics indicate that the
borough is little different to the national
statistics. Proportion of elderly expected
to grow in the future.

Ensure that footways are wide enough for and
accessible to wheelchairs
Provide accessible toilets in all Quarters of the
town centre

Include reference to ease of
movement/ access at 5.2.15

Rather too specific to include everywhere.
Need to cater for all modes

This aspiration is noted

At 5.2.15 include reference to
addressing, where it is physically
possible, improved movement/
access

4. 2 and 4.3 Issues and Objectives
I agree with all of these points which will improve the

Noted
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 3 - Do you agree with
the key issues and objectives?

Question 3a - Are there any further matters that
could usefully be added?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

town’s look and feel, to project a town that is not only
historic but also vibrant. This will be accomplished by
better signage, connectivity whether on foot or by
public transport.
UDF_91

Mr A C Blackman

Neither Yes nor No

i) Having identified the "strong local palette of
materials" as an Asset (4.1) there should be an
Objective to maintain and encourage the use of the
local palette of traditional street materials wherever
appropriate.

Future manual will encourage this. Will be
subject to safety, availability of the more
traditional materials.

ii) The Opportunities document seems to have some
designs that have gone too far into "rebalancing of
pedestrian and traffic use in key streets" at the
expense of maintaining and indeed improving traffic
flow in the town. Many seem to be 'semipedestrianisation' ideas and one wonders whether full
pedestrianisation of some town-centre roads,
combined with a proper gyratory system, might be
more effective.

Agreed that it is will be a balance that is
required in most instances between
pedestrian and vehicle priority. Role of
the particular streets will be defined (Link
or place) Final designs should also take
account of transport strategy.
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opportunities document).
Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 4 - Do you generally
agree with the approach and
main project areas which have
been highlighted?

Question 4a - Are there other key projects that
you consider could be added (or not be
included)?

TWBC Response

UDF_4

Ms Clare Caless

Yes

UDF_18

Mr Roger FitzPatrick

Yes

Yes I generally agree the approach and main project
areas of Section 5 and applaud its level of
thoughtfulness and detail.

Endorsement noted

UDF_24

Southborough Town
Council

Yes

Fully support further consultation on these matters

Noted

UDF_31

Mr Peter Perry

Yes

1. Through Traffic

Noted

1.1 In paragraph 5.3.8 “ The Mount Pleasant crossing
at Crescent (not Calverley as stated) Road/ Church
Road represents a challenge… with east west traffic
and north south pedestrian movements.” is a
masterpiece of understatement. The east west traffic
is in fact A264 which is a designated strategic trunk
route carrying a very heavy flow of mostly through
traffic, including 44 ton 12 wheel monsters. Tunbridge
Wells has aspirations to be a place of pleasure and
resort with a strong Arcadian character. But how can
this be possible when we allow heavy traffic to pass
right through the centre of town with all its noise,
pollution and sheer ugliness. The Town Plan Advisory
Panel suggested (Plan 7) an attractive shared space
with multiple crossings for this junction but this would
only be possible if the through traffic were removed.
The Town Forum document “Getting Around
Tunbridge Wells” (see para 4.1) called for early action
to restrict heavy lorries from the town centre. No
other town in Kent has to suffer from through traffic
without any relief. Even the little villages have
bypasses. It is wholly unacceptable that this
“challenge” in the centre of Tunbridge Wells should
be swept under the carpet again. We know there is
no money at present but the Urban Design
Framework must contain a requirement for an
alternative route for the A264 as a strategic
necessity.

Error noted

TWBC Recommendation

Correction required

There are few alternative east- west cross
town routes in the town so completely
closing Crescent /Church is not an option

The transport strategy rather than the
UDF would be the vehicle for such
proposals. Although as acknowledged,
there is no finance available in the short
/medium term for any bypass
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Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 4 - Do you generally
agree with the approach and
main project areas which have
been highlighted?

Question 4a - Are there other key projects that
you consider could be added (or not be
included)?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

2. Roundabouts
2.1 In many towns in the UK and more especially in
France, beautiful roundabouts establish civic pride at
arrival points. The two roundabouts mentioned in the
document are a disgrace to the town. When Carr’s
Corner was re-built 2 years ago, the garden was
suitably planted but subsequently it had minimal
maintenance and became a mass of weeds. The
treatment given to the tree that fell over in January
this year is simply scandalous. The Urban Design
Framework should therefore contain a requirement
for the roundabouts to have dramatic flower displays,
public art, water features or other means of
establishing the Arcadian brand of Tunbridge Wells. If
the roundabouts were sponsored, as they are
elsewhere, the cost would be minimal. Although
outside the town centre, the 2 roundabouts at the A21
end of Pembury Road should be similarly beautified.

Comments noted. Agree that the
prominent nature of roundabouts offers a
opportunity.to celebrate mark the town
out. Responsibility of Kent Highways and
subject to constraints on safety, visibility
and access, have made efforts in the past
difficult.
Add comment specifically on this problem Add comment specifically on this
problem.

In paragraph 5.2.2, the correct name should be
Calverley Grounds not Calverley Park. The correct
name is used in para 5.3.11.
UDF_38

RTW Town Forum
(Transport Group)

Yes

Correct

1. Through Traffic

Noted

1.1 In paragraph 5.3.8 “ The Mount Pleasant crossing
at Crescent (not Calverley as stated) Road/ Church
Road represents a challenge… with east west traffic
and north south pedestrian movements.” is a
masterpiece of understatement. The east west traffic
is in fact A264 which is a designated strategic trunk
route carrying a very heavy flow of mostly through
traffic, including 44 ton 12 wheel monsters. Tunbridge
Wells has aspirations to be a place of pleasure and
resort with a strong Arcadian character. But how can
this be possible when we allow heavy traffic to pass
right through the centre of town with all its noise,
pollution and sheer ugliness. The Town Plan Advisory
Panel suggested (Plan 7) an attractive shared space
with multiple crossings for this junction but this would
only be possible if the through traffic were removed.
The Town Forum document “Getting Around
Tunbridge Wells” (see para 4.1) called for early action
to restrict heavy lorries from the town centre. No
other town in Kent has to suffer from through traffic
without any relief. Even the little villages have
bypasses. It is wholly unacceptable that this

Error noted

Correction required

There are few alternative east- west cross
town routes in the town so completely
closing Crescent /Church is not an option

The transport strategy rather than the
UDF would be the vehicle for such
proposals. Although as acknowledged,
there is no finance available in the short
/medium term for any bypass
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Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 4 - Do you generally
agree with the approach and
main project areas which have
been highlighted?

Question 4a - Are there other key projects that
you consider could be added (or not be
included)?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

“challenge” in the centre of Tunbridge Wells should
be swept under the carpet again. We know there is
no money at present but the Urban Design
Framework must contain a requirement for an
alternative route for the A264 as a strategic
necessity.
2. Roundabouts
2.1 In many towns in the UK and more especially in
France, beautiful roundabouts establish civic pride at
arrival points. The two roundabouts mentioned in the
document are a disgrace to the town. When Carr’s
Corner was re-built 2 years ago, the garden was
suitably planted but subsequently, it had minimal
maintenance and became a mass of weeds. The
treatment given to the tree that fell over in January
this year is simply scandalous. The Urban Design
Framework should therefore contain a requirement
for the roundabouts to have dramatic flower displays,
public art, water features or other means of
establishing the Arcadian brand of Tunbridge Wells. If
the roundabouts were sponsored, as they are
elsewhere, the cost would be minimal. Although
outside the town centre, the 2 roundabouts at the A21
end of Pembury Road should be similarly beautified.

Comments noted. Agree that the
prominent nature of roundabouts offers a
opportunity.to celebrate mark the town
out. Responsibility of Kent Highways and
subject to constraints on safety, visibility
and access have made efforts in the past
difficult.
Add comment specifically on this problem Add comment specifically on this
problem.

3. Parking

UDF_43

Dr P Whitbourn

Neither Yes nor No

3.1 Parked cars and cars driving around trying to find Noted
a parking place detract from the Arcadian brand of
Tunbridge Wells but the Framework has very little to Check parking strategy
say on the subject. This omission should be corrected
so that the Parking Strategy can be aligned to the
requirements of good urban design.

Add reference to parking capacity,
distribution and need to intercept
traffic on radial approaches

The figure 5.1 Movement Framework map on page
33 is not a satisfactory basis for developing the Part 2
Opportunities document. In particular, there is a need
to review bus routes, such as the 277 service which,
in my opinion, should use Victoria Road/Garden
Road instead of Monson Road/Lansdowne Road. In
that way, an enhanced Town Centre Bus
Link/shopper Hopper service between Royal Victoria
Place and The Pantiles could be provicded, in
conjunction with the 281 service.

Update fig 5.1 and add text on
importance of public transport

Noted. The final version should add
tertiary level streets. The map does not
prejudice bus routeing options which
should be dealt with elsewhere, although
accepted that some
commentary/guidance would be useful to
include.
Transport strategy bus operators and
quality bus partnership is appropriate
vehicle for this issue.

Refer to future Public Realm Strategy

Also, there is no indication that some of the streets
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Number

UDF_51

Name/ Organisation

RTW Town Forum
(Planning & Development
Working Group)

Question 4 - Do you generally
agree with the approach and
main project areas which have
been highlighted?

Question 4a - Are there other key projects that
you consider could be added (or not be
included)?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

shown as Local Roads are one way or pedestrian
friendly, or that they could be made so
experimentally.

This would be a detailed working up stage No change
and assessing role and link or place
function

Account needs to be taken, too, of the major role
played by streets further out, such as Forest Road.

Outside the scope of UDF although
Include reference to relevance of
accepted is part of the movement network wider network

5. Urban Design Framework
The WG broadly supports the analysis made in
chapter 5.

Noted

5.2.7 The WG believes that a pedestrian phase at the
Church Road/London Road junction is vital to
Considered a detail matter outside the
improve pedestrian safety and improve connectivity, scope of the UDF
while endorsing the view that no further enlargement
would be justified for vehicle movements.
5.2.13 Widening of the footways at Grosvenor Road
Draft cycling strategy covers this. Future
to provide an extension of a segregated cycle route
Public Realm Strategy should also
from the A26 St John’s Rd into the town centre
incorporate these matters
should be treated as a priority as there are no major
traffic implications of proceeding. The suggestion
made recently of creating a bus stand adjacent to
Tesco on Grosvenor Rd with consequent diversion of
car traffic onto Meadow Road merits serious
consideration as it would effectively create an
extension of the recent Five Ways scheme to the
benefit of pedestrians and adjacent traders, not only
on Grosvenor Road but also between Goods Station
Rd at Fenwicks and Grosvenor Rd.
5.2.15-5.2.16, 5.2.21-5.2.22, 5.2.24-5.2.25 and 5.2.30
The WG has amplified this analysis of pedestrian
routes in its May 2015 report “Developing our Green Noted
Network” and its associated map of a potential green
Ensure reference to this at 2.2.2
route network and strongly endorses the statement
that connections with adjacent landscape and
residential areas are of very great significance in the
overall pedestrian network and should be enhanced.
An appendix to our report identifies places at which
new or improved pedestrian crossing points would be
desirable, including along London Rd.
We disagree that there is no urgency for change at
Carr’s Corner, which is proving an increasingly

refer to this at 2.2.2

Does document say that?
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 4 - Do you generally
agree with the approach and
main project areas which have
been highlighted?

Question 4a - Are there other key projects that
you consider could be added (or not be
included)?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

dangerous place for pedestrians and motorists alike.
There is an urgent need to provide safe pedestrian
connectivity with the town centre at this point and
also opposite the multi storey car park on Crescent
Rd.

Agree that whole A 264 corridor is a key
link road which needs looking at in terms
of ease of vehicular flow but
accommodating convenient and safe
pedestrian crossings

Reinforce this general matter in text

5.2.19 The WG would support a semipedestrianisation of Monson Rd except for deliveries
but believes it may be possible also to relocate the
bus routes away from it to enable a further
pedestrianisation of Mt Pleasant.

Future proposals would examine the
possibilities of traffic calming although it is
fully accepted that access and deliveries
will need to be retained.

5.2.22 “Calverley Park” should read “Calverley
Grounds”

Noted

5.2.31 We disagree with the proposed sight line for a
crossing point on London Road adjacent to Vale
Road. It would be much safer to retain a more
southerly pedestrian refuge which exists and to
relocate the proposed crossing further north to a point
close to Vale Avenue, with a re-aligned footpath on
the Common.

Scheme in part 2 document, is illustrative
of a principle. Any final configuration will
be subject to design, consultation
including any realigning footpath with
Commons Conservators

5.3.5 Mention should also be made of the desirability
of establishing a water feature at the Five Ways.

Can be covered by including water as a
part of any art in the public ream strategy.

No change

5.3.11 The WG strongly supports the proposals to
enhance the station area along lines first proposed by
the So Create a Difference team of local architects.
5.3.16 Based on the recent experience of introducing
a signalised motor traffic junction on Pembury Road,
we fear that such an experiment would have a
significantly adverse impact on the situation at Nevill
Street/London Rd. By probably worsening motor
traffic flow in an already congested environment, it
could further worsen the general environment for
pedestrians, including the important tourist trade. It
may be feasible to substitute a roundabout
incorporating an artwork. In other respects the
indicative scheme shown at PR 15 has merit, notably
in increasing the public realm space. The provision of
light controlled pedestrian crossings might be
compatible with maintaining adequate traffic flow on
the A26 which should remain a priority to minimise
traffic congestion on this A Road.

The final configuration would need to be
informed by traffic modelling. However it
is considered that there should be a
properly balanced approach with the
benefits for pedestrians, cyclists, the
visual/ public realm and the setting of
heritage assets being part of the final
assessment.
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 4 - Do you generally
agree with the approach and
main project areas which have
been highlighted?

Question 4a - Are there other key projects that
you consider could be added (or not be
included)?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

5.3.22 and 5.3.27 The WG has substantially amplified Noted
this discussion of retention and reinforcement of
landscape elements and green links between them in
its May 2015 report “Developing our Green Network”.
This Royal Tunbridge Wells Town Forum report
should help to inform the proposed framework
strategy as part of its evidence base.
5.3.23 The WG supports the reference to the need to Support noted
maintain the wooded areas of the Common adjoining
the southern part of London Road. Not only do these
provide the contrast with the garden areas as
identified in the paragraph, but they also have a
considerable value within the Common as they
screen London Road and its attendant noise and
traffic fumes from users, strongly reinforcing the
illusion of Rus in Urbe which is so unique to
Tunbridge Wells and constitutes an important asset in
tourism terms.
5.3.26 The WG supports proposals for additional tree
Support noted. Future topic paper on
planting throughout the town and particularly on its
street trees/ landscape framework should
main traffic approaches. Any new tree planting will
reinforce this
need regular ongoing maintenance especially
watering for a number of years (at least 5-10).
5.4.8 The WG agrees that in the medium term, the
opportunity exists to create a vibrant new mixed-use
development of interlocking squares and lanes on the
footprint of the existing Crescent Rd car park and
adjacent land, with mainly underground car parking,
and that it is not too early to consider the
development of a master plan that would safeguard
the future planning possibilities in this Area of
Change.
UDF_60

Mr Robert Atwood

Yes

Noted. This is a difficult site within the
town centre. Parking will be a key
component and could potentially be
located above the uses at lower levels.

But see my attached paper [comments on Section 5
within the attached paper as follows ]:





Para 5.3.5 refers to a “strategy”. It is not clear
what strategy exactly.
Para 5.3.7 should include entertainment and
leisure with the mentioned
cultural/learning/conference “hub”
Para 5.3.14 refers to a one way proposal for the
High Street and worries about faster traffic. This
could be slowed down by narrowing “throttles”
and need not involve more parking.

Embryonic public realm
Qualify that this is part of public realm
masterplan/strategy at latter part of part 2 strategy
opportunities document.
Add reference
Noted
Add design solutions as calming
Noted
measure in any future scheme
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 4 - Do you generally
agree with the approach and
main project areas which have
been highlighted?

Question 4a - Are there other key projects that
you consider could be added (or not be
included)?



Para 5.3.21 refers to the Linden Park Road
crossing. Consideration could be given to closing
this road to regular traffic from the Pantiles end.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Noted and agreed. Would need to be
assessed for maintaining access etc

Add text and in opportunities section

[see Comment No. UDF_56 for whole paper]
UDF_73

Tunbridge Wells District
Committee Campaign to
Protect Rural England

Yes

A 20 mph limit on residential and shopping streets
would improve the town’s ambience and help to
encourage walking and cycling.

Noted and under consideration. A 20’s
Plenty report has recently been
considered for assessment by Joint
Transport Board. Design solutions can
5.2.12 and other references to 1960s buildings. While also be a mechanism to slow traffic.
much of the 1960s architecture in the town may now
be considered unattractive and unwelcoming, in the
There is the opportunity to nominate
interests of architectural history care should be taken potential candidates as local heritage
not to demolish all buildings from this period (tastes
assets, which would then be considered
can change, and not long ago, Victorian architecture against the adopted criteria in the
was also considered unattractive and completely
adopted Local Heritage Assets SPD.
unworthy of preservation!). We recommend that the
Council should select at least one reasonably
important 1960s building to list for preservation as a
local heritage asset.
5.3.9 Pedestrian use is actually quite high (or at least
it was until the cinema site was vacated), but it
appears less intensive because of the pleasant, wide
footways. This is an attractive feature of this part of
the town.

Accept.

5.3.10 Space could usefully be allocated for cycle
lanes

Within the constraints of the town centre it
is considered it would be better to allow
for free access in the spirit of shared
space, rather than introduce a series of
segregated spaces for specific users

5.3.21 After “the Common” add “and its”: the
connection is to the Common as well as to its car
park. It is also important that the Common should not
be encroached upon any further by any further
extension of its car park.
UDF_80

St John's Road Residents
Association

Noted

Review choice of words

Add suggested wording change

There is scope to lay out the existing
space more efficiently

5.2 Movement Framework/street hierarchy
5.2.2 The different quarters of the town will
complement each other and will be improved by the
removal of obstructions, improved pedestrian
approaches, and better integrated movement from

Noted
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 4 - Do you generally
agree with the approach and
main project areas which have
been highlighted?

Question 4a - Are there other key projects that
you consider could be added (or not be
included)?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

north to south as well as east to west.
5.2.3 Promote our buildings of either great historic
worth or noteworthy architecture e.g. by guided walks
and blue plaque tours. The town centre needs to be
more pedestrian friendly, particularly at key points at
the top of Grosvenor Road where it meets St. John’s
Road, the Calverley Road roundabout at Carr’s
Corner, the bottom of Frant Road, Chapel Place and
the Pantiles where it connects with London Road –
again another roundabout. All these junctions are
built for motorists only. They need to be made more
pedestrian friendly.
5.2.4 Give priority to connectivity between parks and
green open spaces, through the Green Network and
the building of dedicated cycle paths.
5.2.8 and 5.2.13 I agree with these paragraphs but
also give due consideration to the Cycling Strategy
contained in the Planning & Transportation Document
setting out dedicated cycle routes at Appendix B to
the Cabinet Advisory Board's Agenda. Implement and
enforce a lower speed limit for motorists in
accordance with the 20s Plenty Campaign. This will
in time reduce congestion.
5.2.10 The junction of Culverden Street at TN4 could
be much improved. Cars entering the road at the
south entrance need to negotiate a U-turn if coming
from the north along St. John's Road and into Mount
Ephraim. Very often there are cars parked right up to
the entrance and, with vehicles coming out of
Culverden Street, creating a bottleneck due to heavy
usage of the offices and garages of Lifestyle Ford. It
may be that in the long run this problem will be
resolved by the redevelopment of this approach route
into the town centre or down past the Commons, also
known as one of the “gateways” into town.

Noted and agreed that these are key
nodes in UDF.
Suggested improvements should be more
pedestrian friendly but still cater for all
users

Agree that pedestrian/cycling network
should be enhanced. Shared space
approach advocated rather than
introducing dedicated /segregated
regimes.
Noted and under consideration. A 20’s
Plenty report has recently been
considered for assessment by Joint
Transport Board. Design solutions can
also be a mechanism to slow traffic.

Include further text to address these
points

Add some reference to 20s plenty

Noted and agree.
The ‘George Square’ and Mount Ephraim
area has significant potential to be
improved.

5.2.26 I agree with the comments made regarding the Noted
approaches to our town especially the St. John’s
Gateway, Carrs Corner and Eridge Road.
5.2.28 I totally agree with points made in this
paragraph.
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Name/ Organisation

Question 4 - Do you generally
agree with the approach and
main project areas which have
been highlighted?

Question 4a - Are there other key projects that
you consider could be added (or not be
included)?

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

5.2.29 I totally agree with points made in this
paragraph.
The Public Realm
5.3.5 The pedestrianised shopping centre at Five
Ways will provide a welcome aspect to Royal Victoria
Place and shopping precinct at the north end of
Tunbridge Wells with a wide expanse of white paving
stone. It requires a quality piece of public art to
enhance the “piazza”. A water feature has already
been suggested. I completely agree with this, but I
believe that it will be improved by the re-location of
the Millenium Clock. This piece of public art does not
reflect the character of Tunbridge Wells and would be
better in a traditional town square setting.

The water feature and clock issue has
generated much discussion recently.
From the UDF point of view the space
requires a significant feature as a focal
point and to define the space. The actual
form that this takes is a decision that
should not overshadow the principle.

5.3.6 The Civic Centre will be the civic focal point of
the town. Its architecture, while different from the
Decimus Burton concept, has its own character and
palladian style. I agree with the conceptual design for
the Civic Complex and Assembly Theatre drawn by
Dr. Philip Whitbourn. These suggestions are to:
a) to move the Gateway back to the Civic centre in
the cultural hub part of the complex.
b) to move the Tourist Information Centre and shop
back to the front of the Civic Complex

These are also operational matters which
should form part of the mix of uses that
could be considered as part of a viable
and deliverable scheme.

c) to transform the 2 Decimus Burton houses into a
double museum
d) to transfer the Natural History exhibits to a location
in the Pantiles
We look forward to the new Cultural & Learning Hub
once that is built and which will be a major asset for
the town's people. It will become a major attraction in
its own right which will encourage visitors into
Tunbridge Wells.

The rejuvenation effect is agreed. It may
potentially include the uses listed above.

5.3.10 I very much like the character of Mount
Pleasant as a boulevard of trees lined with up market Design and use of paving materials may
be a device to deter unnecessary traffic.
shops on each side travelling north from the train
station. It retains a distinctive Tunbridge Wells feel
These should be at the heart of future
and should be open to pedestrians as well as public
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Question 4 - Do you generally
agree with the approach and
main project areas which have
been highlighted?

Question 4a - Are there other key projects that
you consider could be added (or not be
included)?

TWBC Response

transport links from the south end of the town. With a
diversionary route for vehicular traffic,it should not be
necessary for ordinary day to day traffic to intrude
into this space.

ideas.

5.3.11 and 12 I believe this is a much needed area
for improvement. However, as a east-west though
route for the town, it is difficult to imagine how there
could be sufficient space for a public square as well
as provide a hub for interchange for rail, bus and taxi.
5.3.13 and 14 The High Street is unique, it provides a
more exclusive shopping experience and could be a
suitable venue for pedestrianisation. Perhaps this is
where the public square concept could be
successfully introduced. If no vehicular traffic were
permitted then it would be possible to hold special
festivals or even market stalls – an extension of the
Pantiles Food Festivals. It could be a tourist attraction
for out of town visitors if held in the summer months,
like the Cheltenham Jazz Festival or Literature
Festival or like the Totnes Festival in September
which brings a host of creative, cultural and
community events with many well-known writers,
musicians and others with a strong arts and crafts
flavour.

TWBC Recommendation

This is certainly a challenge. Final
designs will have to achieve a balance for
all users and create a space worthy of
Tunbridge Wells.
There are conflicting views on the
movement in the High Street. It should
though retain a mix including access,
servicing needs, facilitating passing trade.
It also provides valuable short term
parking. Full pedestrianisation may
therefore not be possible. A traffic calmed
regime is possibly the way forward

5.3.16 Pedestrianisation of the High Street and better
traffic management at the Frant Road and Pantiles
Agree in principle to facilitating space for
junction would improve the potential of the whole
events and activities.
area for special festivals and other community
events.
5.3.21 I totally agree with this analysis. Once the
Union House building has been re-developed, I
believe that much of the defects of this southern
entrance to the town will be addressed.

Noted. Will require a good scheme to
achieve this goal

5.3.22 I agree that the natural green assets of our
parks and gardens should be maintained, giving
Tunbridge Wells that garden city feel.

Noted

Ditto London Road/Common, gardens, avenue of
trees and Trinity Churchyard.
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Name/ Organisation

UDF_88

Historic England

Question 4 - Do you generally
agree with the approach and
main project areas which have
been highlighted?

Question 4a - Are there other key projects that
you consider could be added (or not be
included)?

TWBC Response

In the Public Realm Framework section (5.3) we can
support consideration of how to make Civic Way and
the part of Mount Pleasant near the listed war
memorial more of a public space with priority to
pedestrians not vehicles. This is however a complex
set of challenges and much may depend on what
happens to the Civic Complex. There is an argument
that the existing public facilities that are concentrated
here in one place should be retained and enhanced
rather than replaced by new facilities as a focus
elsewhere which would create a separate cultural
hub. Some works have just been completed to trafficcalm the road outside of the Opera House, but it is
not clear that the draft guidance on the palette of
surfacing materials has been respected in this
instance. Fiveways is the public space occupied by
the Millennium Clock; it has not worked well as a
public space and is an opportunity to create a better
urban node to aid way-finding and connect places.

Noted. It is envisaged that as the ‘Town
Square’ should provide a focus at the
centre of the town both physically and
ideally in land use terms. The future of the
Civic Complex must also be viable if it is
to contribute to the town.

Fig 5.4 shows locations for possible new townscape
areas and it is linked to the SAPD and the part 2
Opportunities document. The AXA PPP car park
behind Mount Pleasant is not included, and even if
not used by TWBC as part of its aspiration for a new
theatre and civic offices, it is nevertheless an
opportunity for major townscape improvements. This
applies also to 1980s Great Hall car park.

TWBC Recommendation

With the linear shape of the town the
‘string of pearls’ notion identifies a series
of centres to aid orientation.
Also improved wayfinding signs are
intended to be installed as a separate
project.

Noted. Consultation draft had focussed
on the main site opportunities and areas
of change.
Accept inclusion of other new townscape
areas.

Expand text in 5.4 to mention the
new townscape areas.
Include in final Figure 5.4

[ see also whole comment at UDF_86]
UDF_92

Mr A C Blackman

Neither Yes nor No

Do not agree with some of the traffic-related elements Neutrality stance noted
of the proposals:
i) not all road journeys are to or from the town - there
is also considerable through-traffic, both north-south
and east-west.ie. Tunbridge Wells just happens to be
on the route. In the same way as Crowborough or
other towns, and there is no alternative route. So in
the absence of any plan for a town-centre gyratory or
by-passes, the need to facilitate and improve these
cross-town flows is missing.

Recent survey study presented to the
Joint Transport Board indicates that 14%
is the level of through traffic in the town
(depending on route)

These are indicative proposals which
ii)indeed some of the design proposals do not appear seek to achieve a balance to all town
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Name/ Organisation

Question 4 - Do you generally
agree with the approach and
main project areas which have
been highlighted?

Question 4a - Are there other key projects that
you consider could be added (or not be
included)?

TWBC Response

to have considered all existing traffic flows and
movements, and hence seem potentially likely to
hinder traffic and make congestion worse.

centre users, not just traffic

iii) disagree with the A264 along Mount Ephraim,
between its junction with Church Road and its
junction with London Road, being classified as a "
local road " rather than a " primary road ". At peak
time the queues northbound at the London Road
junction are frequently just as long on both roads (ie.
Mount Ephraim and London Road).

This classification is not a reflection of
existing traffic volumes. It is an aspiration
as to the nature of the street in the wider
network. Whether it is a link or a place
function or a combination of both.

TWBC Recommendation
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Sections 6 and 7
Section 6: General Policy & Design issues establishes some general policy and design principles and identifies some important overarching topic areas, which are intended to be taken forward as a series of
subsequent topic guides, and Section 7: Delivery & Implementation finally sets out some important considerations related to the delivery and the implementation of the SPD.
Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 5 - Do you support the Question 6 - Are there any further topic areas that TWBC Response
intention of the Urban Design
could be considered?
Framework, which seeks to
provide further guidance on
particular topics?

UDF_5

Ms Clare Caless

Yes

I am pleased to see that TWBC is going to use trees
to enhance the appearance of the town. There are
very pleasant vistas imagined here in these plans
which will certainly enhance resident and visitor
experience of it. However, there will need to be
liaison between Kent Highways and TWBC about the
maintenance of the new trees particularly with regard
to pollarding. If they are " scalped" as is the current
practice, the views will be spoilt for years until re
growth which would be a great shame.
It's also pleasing to see that traffic is being limited in
the centre of town and alternative methods of
transport being encouraged. The sheer volume of
traffic in and around Tunbridge Wells threatens to
choke it. More focus on cycling and buses will be
needed to see these plans through. I really like what
you are proposing here, especially with redeveloping
the Union Square site and the 1960s blocks near
Torrington Car Park. These could certainly provide
mixed residential/ office/ retail units in a style more in
keeping with the area. Given the Government is
making you build hundreds if not thousands of extra
houses/ accommodation, thIs would be a great place
to start. Not sure about the massive building which
seems planned for near the station though! ( perhaps
I misread the plans ..).

TWBC Recommendation

Noted

It is intended that this matter should be
addressed in a more detailed topic guide
on street trees / urban landscape.

Support for this approach, noted

Achieving this will still be dependent on
land assembly and producing a viable
scheme
Agree- makes best use of a brown field
site in a sustainable location.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these
plans. They are most encouraging.
UDF_19

Mr Roger FitzPatrick

Yes

[additional comment to question 5: Yes I support the
intentions of the UDF - although this question does
not seem to address again the admirable detailing in
Section 6, or the weakness of Section 7].

Noted

Beef up section 7

A town landmark of national or maybe international
significance inspired by say the Brighton Spike, the
Good to aspire to good innovative design. Include reference in the future topic
Eiffel Tower or the Portsmouth Spinnaker Tower, with A ‘landmark’ need not necessarily have to guider on views and landmarks
its attendant justifications, profits and downsides,
be tall.
should be at least mentioned before being discarded.
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Name/ Organisation

Question 5 - Do you support the Question 6 - Are there any further topic areas that TWBC Response
intention of the Urban Design
could be considered?
Framework, which seeks to
provide further guidance on
particular topics?

UDF_32

Mr Peter Perry

Yes

UDF_44

Dr P Whitbourn

UDF_52

RTW Town Forum
(Planning & Development
Working Group)

It has to be recognized that quite a lot of the concepts
set out, in the Part 2 Opportunities document
especially, are not within the power of the Borough
Council to deliver, but are the responsibility of the
Kent County Council as the Highway Authority. The
disgraceful patches of black tarmac in the red brick
paving on Mount Pleasant hill is a long-standing and
prominent example of how the present system is not
working. The street lights there, too, are a disgrace,
and more suited to a motorway than to a historic
town.

TWBC Recommendation

The document sets out a vision and
aspirations and should not always be
limited by the purview of the local
authority. Delivery will be through a
number of agencies as well as the private
sector.
The document also has the potential to
act as a bid /promotional tool.
Concur with the views on the less
attractive elements which have been
highlighted

6. General Policy and Design Issues
The WG broadly supports the analysis made in
chapter 6 which generally picks up on points made
earlier in the draft.
6.4.19-6.4.19 The draft omits to mention that the
main A26 St John’s Rd approach to the town is
notably lacking in tree cover and that appropriate
plantings could usefully be encouraged along it. The
WG is willing to canvass whether constituent
associations of the Town Forum could help to
determine location, type, size and number of future
plantings across the town on a street by street basis.
6.4.23 The WG strongly supports the concept of
maintaining a streetscape strategy on use of
materials in the public realm and primarily relying on
the red brick pavers which are such a distinctive
feature of the town. The use of “London square” type
grey uniform-surface paving slabs even in natural
materials should not feature in such a strategy as
they are so alien to the historic fabric of the town.
6.4.27 Signage proposals for pedestrian and cycle
routes through the town are currently under
development in the Town Forum’s Leisure Culture
and Tourism WG in conjunction with the economic
development team at TWBC

Noted
Agree main approaches are important,
Insert cross reference to the main
although really outside scope of the UDF. approach roads
There is though a a reference in 3.4.10
Will ensure that stakeholder group is
involved in preparation of street tree/
urban landscape guidance.

Comment noted, and agreed to an extent.
Material selection referred to, involved
Refer to skid resistance and local
engineering and public/political input to
distinctive materials etc.
the final choice.

I is hoped that this ties in with the
proposed new wayfinding scheme for the
town centre.
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Question 5 - Do you support the Question 6 - Are there any further topic areas that TWBC Response
intention of the Urban Design
could be considered?
Framework, which seeks to
provide further guidance on
particular topics?

UDF_61

Mr Robert Atwood

Yes

But see my attached paper [copied below]:

TWBC Recommendation

Noted

General










I welcome the document in general terms, as
guidance to developers and as a statement of
intention concerning the Public Domain. However,
even taken together with its related documents
(for example, those set out in paragraph 7.1.1), it
lacks the overall strength that would have been
implicit in a fully developed Town Centre Area
Action Plan (TCAAP), which was originally on the
Planning Document agenda, and which it now
purports to supersede.
On reading the document right through, it is
apparent that it is a mix of background,
objectives, guidance, aspiration and planning
criteria. For it to be truly effective, it needs to be
finalised as a document that sets clear planning
parameters that can be directly referenced in any
future planning applications, and that can (and
must) be taken in account by planning officers
when considering such applications, and by
planning committees when judging those referred
to them. It needs to become robust enough to
stand up for itself in any planning appeal which is
taken to the Planning Inspectorate.
It is suggested that to strengthen the document
as one which has to be taken into account in all
relevant planning applications, a set of bold print
bullet points should be inserted at appropriate
points throughout the text summarising the
specific planning requirements and
considerations that must be taken into account.
The document also needs, in itself, to incorporate
a more focussed “vision” or set of objectives for
the future of Royal Tunbridge Wells (RTW). In the
opinion of many consultees, either individually or
in groups, it is clear that RTW should plan to
maintain and improve its status as a “destination
town” which will attract visitors, residents and
employers alike. In particular, many of these
consultees would like to see RTW’s status as a
Spa town significantly reinforced.
Following the above, there is a case for the
document to contain more emphasis on the
installation of public art, and a particular

In the absence of the TCAAP a specific
policy AL/RTW1, was included in the
Draft Allocations DPD on Urban Design.
This UDF is intended to be adopted as
SPD in support and adding the detail to
that parent policy. In planning terms
therefore it is considered that it will have
an appropriate weight.

Paragraph 2.3.2 of the document sets out
the planning status and that once adopted
the UDF will be a material consideration
in planning matters.
This may give undue weight to some
aspects at the detriment of others. Could
be better captured as a summary
document?

Consider preparation of summary/
masterplan key issues document.

The leader of the Borough Council’s
vision / five year plan sets out a high level
vision for the borough and the town, and
a number of objectives to achieve that.
Within the UDF there are a further
number of detailed objectives.

Consider inclusion of vision in
introduction at para 1.1. 6 Use the
TCAAP vision already consulted
on….

This should be given more detail in an art
Continue Art in the Public Realm
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Question 5 - Do you support the Question 6 - Are there any further topic areas that TWBC Response
intention of the Urban Design
could be considered?
Framework, which seeks to
provide further guidance on
particular topics?











emphasis on water features, both in new
developments and in the public domain.
There needs to be greater emphasis on
architectural style and restrictions on massing,
height etc. on new developments rather than just
a cross reference to another document.

Part 2 of the document needs considerable
strengthening. Although it may seem a trivial
point, the English used is badly composed in
places, and needs to be improved in order to
make the document appear more professional,
and importantly to ensure that it is not open to
misinterpretation
Part 2 of the document also makes some very
high level suggestions on a number of
development sites, but these will carry little weight
as planning criteria unless they are strengthened
in description and detail. The public realm
changes are mostly all about junction
improvements, (essentially the responsibility of
the County Council), and suggestions for their
implementation are relegated to two small
paragraphs on page 28. Funding of these
changes will need to be through s 106
agreements or similar routes, and it is essential
therefore that this is made completely clear in a
way that can be enforced on developers (where
applicable) through the planning process.
The document must make it clear that developers
will be expected to demonstrate exactly how their
proposals fit with the criteria set out in the SPD.
They must also be made aware that they must
comply with all the criteria, where applicable, and
not just be able to “cherry pick” those that may
suit them.
In general, the Council needs to be bolder in its
approach to the document. Paragraph 1.2.1
describes this SPD as “an overall blueprint”. The
Council needs to balance the risk of creating
overly prescriptive planning requirements (and
thus suppressing development) against the risk of

TWBC Recommendation

in the public realm guidance

guidance

Noted, although care needs to be taken
on imposing styles and being too
restrictive on design. Design coding as
set and in para 59 of the NPPF would
address this. Ideally a further piece of
guidance in the form on design codes for
the various quarters (see figure 1.1) and
section 5.4 should be brought forward to
address these matters more fully

Programme Design Coding guide into
work programme

Noted

Noted. Implementation section could be
strengthened and include references to
LEP and LSTP funding

Noted. Some text on ‘how to use and
apply the SPD‘ could be added

Improve and clarify where considered
necessary

Add to implementation in Part 1 and
part 2 documents

At 2.3.2 add section on how
developers should demonstrate how
they have taken the guidance into
account.
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Question 5 - Do you support the Question 6 - Are there any further topic areas that TWBC Response
intention of the Urban Design
could be considered?
Framework, which seeks to
provide further guidance on
particular topics?

TWBC Recommendation

allowing a randomised and messy approach to
As above.
future changes. At the moment the SDP appears
to not be prescriptive enough, and is thus losing
the opportunity of the currently improving
economic conditions to retain control of the town’s
future.
Detailed comments
















Para 1.1.7 talks about the town as a focus for
culture. No explanation is given as to why this
should be. Although it is easy to agree with the
“culture” point, perhaps the words “entertainment”
and “pleasure” should also be included to achieve
a more embracing approach and one that even
reflects the town’s roots!
Para 1.1.8 The same point on “culture”
Para 1.2.1 reads for the most part as if the
document is mostly about the public realm. To be
effective as part of the suite of planning
documents it needs to make it clear that equal
weight is given to all private developments
however large or small.
Para 1.3.1 notes that the principle “could” be
applied outside the so-called town centre. Why
not reinforce this by saying that the assumption
will be that they “should” apply unless the
environmental context is completely different
Para 1.3.2 What is a “site collection of
information”?
Para 1.4.3 This is a weak statement. The socalled “Urban Codes” should be a central part of
the Framework
Para 1.4.5 is worrying. It has already taken the
Council years to get to the point of preparation of
this SPD. Further delays in preparing and
completing the final “suite” of documents could
easily lead to confusion and leave the field wide
open for developers to ignore the principles that
we wish to have applied.
Para 3.1.1 It is assumed “complementary uses”
includes entertainment and leisure. If so, it should
say so specifically as these other uses are
fundamental to the town’s success.
Para 3.3.21 refers to the issue of properties in the
Belvedere Estate reverting to residential use
without providing a view of the planning attitude

Noted

Add text on the origins and the
‘leisure and pleasure’ role of the town

Accepted

Include at 1.2.1 reference to
developments

Noted

Change to ‘should’

???? don’t know –typo
This is a resource issue. The intent is that Include in future work programme
further specific guidance including design
codes for the various quarters will be
brought forward to address these matters
more fully. (see figure 1.1) and section
5.4
Noted. It was considered important to
produce the overarching UDF earlier and
then to supplement with topic guidance
Noted.

Add to list of uses

Whilst loss of employment space is
regrettable in terms of vitality and viability
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Question 5 - Do you support the Question 6 - Are there any further topic areas that TWBC Response
intention of the Urban Design
could be considered?
Framework, which seeks to
provide further guidance on
particular topics?
towards this trend.
















Para 3.3.28 refers to the disappointing outer
frontage of the Pantiles without providing any
guidance on the planning attitude towards
changes.
Para 3.5.8 and .9 and -10 all make important
points about lighting issues and the lack of public
art, but do not attempt a solution, nor more
importantly the planning criteria that should be
used.
Para 4.3 lists some designs objectives, to which I
would add “Improvement and definition of town
entry points, particularly in the South” as that
issue is included elsewhere in the text.
Para 5.3.5 refers to a “strategy”. It is not clear
what strategy exactly.
Para 5.3.7 should include entertainment and
leisure with the mentioned
cultural/learning/conference “hub”
Para 5.3.14 refers to a one way proposal for the
High Street and worries about faster traffic. This
could be slowed down by narrowing “throttles”
and need not involve more parking.
Para 5.3.21 refers to the Linden Park Road
crossing. Consideration could be given to closing
this road to regular traffic from the Pantiles end.
Part 2, page 7 mentions the possibility of
including “some of the retail needs” of the town in
the civic site redevelopment. Great care is
needed on this point which has been and remains
highly controversial. In particular, any retail study
used as a basis for any such development
proposal needs to recognise the strongly
changing buying habits of today’s younger
generation. Tunbridge Wells has thrived partly
because of its eclectic mix of non-chain store
shops. Other locations, including our own North

TWBC Recommendation

of the town, it does bring residential back
into properties that were historically
houses. Government policy also
promotes this through permitted
development rights taking it out of the
planning authorities control. We are able
to protect long term future of purpose built
office blocks.

Noted

Add commentary

These topics will be the subject of further
guidance

Consider this detailed point is sufficiently
covered.
This reference is to a public realm
masterplan

Correct wording to masterplan

Noted, not considered necessary to
highlight all potential uses.
Noted

Noted

Include additional text on potential
design options and possible effects
Add text to include reference to
possible road closure option

Noted.
This site at the heart of the town is
allocated for a mix of town centre uses.
The final configuration of uses will be
subject to viability testing and public
consultation.
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Question 5 - Do you support the Question 6 - Are there any further topic areas that TWBC Response
intention of the Urban Design
could be considered?
Framework, which seeks to
provide further guidance on
particular topics?

TWBC Recommendation

Farm, already provided opportunities for those
that wish to visit the latter. The Town Centre, to
which this document refers, should be reserved
for the former smaller stores.
The above views are my own personal views but I am
aware that many of the concerns and suggestions I
Views are welcomed
have made are shared by others.
UDF_74

Tunbridge Wells District
Committee Campaign to
Protect Rural England

UDF_81

St John’s Road Residents
Association

Yes

Under 6.4.16 add: “and the need to conserve water,
given that Kent is an area of water scarcity”.

Noted

Add reference to conserving water, at
6.4.16

Urban Design Framework
It is important to introduce urban design codes to
Support for this noted
regulate building styles, height, form, or building
frontages and alignments to conform with the
character of an area. I agree that these Codes should
not be too prescriptive but should encourage
innovation, creativity and quality. They are important
to retain the character and heritage of Tunbridge
Wells’ various quarters such as Camden Road,
Mount Sion Village area, Church Road, The Pantiles,
or the Civic Complex quarter. I agree that new
development should not be generic (Para. 5.4.4) but
should complement what is already there.
As mentioned, the north part of the town’s shopping
quarter could be much improved by tidying up shop
fronts or unifying the signage or maybe cutting down
on signage altogether! This mass of advertising
creates clutter in the public realm and is confusing to
shoppers and visitors alike. A stricter code on
boundaries or building frontages will help reduce the
adverse visual impact (para 5.4.3).
With regard to new builds, it would be desirable to
introduce codes of sustainability. So, for instance, for
every new house built, the council should insist on
renewable energy features as standard because we
will need to adapt to climate change such as rising
temperatures, heavier rain and snowfall, increasing
storms or sea level rise. This will mean the need for
summer cooling devices, burning of lower rated CO2
fuels, more building above river or sea flooding

Noted Agree that boundaries are a
particularly relevant issue and need to be
sensitive to the character of the area.
Ensure that this is part of any coding
guide

This has been subject to some local
guidance on renewable energy, although
government policy is becoming more
flexible.
Considered a more detailed matter
relevant to building regulations or a
specific planning policy.
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Question 5 - Do you support the Question 6 - Are there any further topic areas that TWBC Response
intention of the Urban Design
could be considered?
Framework, which seeks to
provide further guidance on
particular topics?

TWBC Recommendation

levels, better home insulation,low water-use plumbing Consider referring to sustainability as
including use of recycled water. Without addressing
fundamental to good design.
these issues, we could see an increase in health
problems. As it is difficult to predict what challenges
we face from climate change, we need to adapt now
regardless of climate change such as better
plumbing, better insulation, no more building on flood
plains and use of renewable energy sources for
heating and lighting.
For public buildings there is a programme known as
RE:FIT a scheme supporting public sector
organisations to become more energy and water
efficient. This programme was introduced by the
Mayor of London, is available to all public bodies and
helps organisations to use cost effective methods to
reduce their CO2 footprint and improve the energy
performance of their buildings. The RE:FIT
programme is guaranteed to save water and energy;
it streamlines the procurement process by providing
pre-negotiated regulated contracts that can be used
with a group of pre-qualified energy service
companies. Cuts running costs, carbon emissions,
energy consumption and guarantees the level of
energy savings, thus offering a secured package of
financial saving over the period of the agreement i.e.
the payback period. (DECC Local Partnerships
National Delivery Team Starter Guide : A guide to
using the RE:FIT Framework for organisations
outside London).
UDF_84

Nahaniel Lichfield for
Carraway Tunbridge Wells

Yes

See above

Yes- subject to our comments below.
Our comments below relate to the existing text within
paragraph 6.3.1.
This is set out in some policies in the draft
The Council infers that it might look to prepare
site allocations DPD. Seen as only
masterplans or site briefs to guide the design and
necessary where land assembly or
development of identified key sites, potentially looking challenging urban design situation exists.
to adopt these as SPDs. We note that the list of key
sites includes RVP/ Camden Road site. The
emerging Site Allocations DPD recognises that it is
the intention with the larger allocations that a
masterplan will be sought to provide more detailed
information about the quantum, range and mix of
uses (para. 2.28); however the requirement for this is
embedded in the specific policies relating to each
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Question 5 - Do you support the Question 6 - Are there any further topic areas that TWBC Response
intention of the Urban Design
could be considered?
Framework, which seeks to
provide further guidance on
particular topics?
allocation. The policy relating to RVP (AL/RVP 19)
does not make reference to a masterplan being
required, nor does the general town centre policy
within the Core Strategy.

TWBC Recommendation

Considered probably not necessary in the
specific situation referred to, as
ownership and inclusion of primary retail
and associated A3 uses is evident. 2.28
will be subject to separate examination
into SADPD

The UDF should not create additional burdens for
developers, over and beyond what is required in the
Statutory Development Plan and the reference to this
being required for RVP needs to be deleted. If the
Council considers that to comply with policy, wider
Agree. Considered that this will not be the
issues need to be addressed as part of any proposed case
development, this can be addressed through the
scoping of a planning application in the usual way.
Summary: Reference to a masterplan being
required for the RVP/ Camden Road Site should
be deleted.
UDF_93

Mr A C Blackman

Yes

Noted
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Part 2: Opportunities
The accompanying Opportunities document is intended to provide illustrative concepts on how some of the key development sites and public realm opportunities could be taken forward.
Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 7 – Is Part 2:
Opportunities a useful document
to include?

Question 7a – Comments can be made in the
box below:

UDF_6

Ms Clare Caless

Yes

I think that documents such as these will be vital if
Comments noted
you wish to protect Tunbridge Wells’ “Arcadian”
image. It’s too easy for developers to use green belt
land for building roads or housing because they do
not have to go to the expense of clearing material
left behind after previous use. By having compiled
such documents as this, TWBC can help to
preserve some of these features which make the
town unique, one of which is its leafy surroundings
when developers apply to use green belt land.
Unless such documents exist, developers will find it
easy to gain planning permission for building in
inappropriate places or in inappropriate styles ( for
example, look how dated the 1960s blocks have
become in just 50 years compared to the elegance
of some of the Georgian houses on LondonRoad).

UDF_20

Mr Roger FitzPatrick

Yes

Yes Part 2 Opportunities is a very useful document Support noted
to include if the UDF is intended to be implemented.

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

Please add:
Opportunity 16 – Extend the common-side footpath
left (SW) of the pedestrian crossing along the top of
the grass bank opposite Union House to the Nevill
Terrace junction. Providing this access will complete
the pedestrian ability to walk the entire South
Eastern boundary of the common on the green side
of the road.

Whilst this is useful suggestion- it may not
be feasible viz
Topography is difficult and possible loss
of trees, Common land lost to footpath &
attitude of Conservators, there is an
existing footpath further within the
common and down to Neville Terrace

Opportunity 4 – Note that the Carrs Corner traffic
priorities are I believe shown incorrectly. The
dominant heavy good traffic flow transiting the town
to or from the A21 via Pembury approaches this
junction from or leaves it to Calverley Park Gardens.

Scheme is indicative only. Highways
would though ideally direct main traffic via
Prospect Road/ Royal Oak junction with
Calverley Park Gardens being more bus
and cycle friendly.

Opportunity 15 – Add the opportunity for a major
illuminated public art (not abstract, please) on the
slope of the common opposite King Charles the
Martyr as a gateway feature/portal to the town
visible from the South and West – Frant/Eridge
Road entry directions.

Noted Art in public realm topic paper will
address this. Although there may be
issues of lighting on the Common
particularly as it is Green Belt.
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Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 7 – Is Part 2:
Opportunities a useful document
to include?

UDF_26

Southborough Town
Council

Yes

UDF_33

Mr Peter Perry

Yes

Question 7a – Comments can be made in the
box below:

RTW Town Forum
(Transport Group)

Yes

TWBC Recommendation

Carrs Corner Item 4
I agree with the comment in Paragraph 5.2.30 that
“A significant number of people arrive in town from
the east…” The point also needs to be made that
one of the principal pedestrian flows in the town has
to cross a strategic trunk route (A264 mentioned
above) without the benefit of traffic lights, pedestrian
crossing, central refuge or anything else. The back
of the shopping centre, facing Victoria Road may be
a hostile environment (paragraph 3.3.8) but the
huge volume of heavy vehicles makes Carr’s
Corner a far more brutal environment. The
intimidating nature of heavy vehicles and the danger
to pedestrians crossing the road to get to the station
is mentioned in paragraph 5.3.12 but at least they
have the benefit of 2 traffic light controlled
crossings. The situation at Carr’s Corner is far
worse with a much higher flow of traffic and no
controlled crossings. The problem was exacerbated
when KCC re-designed the roundabout to optimize
the flow for vehicles without any thought being given
to pedestrians. It is now much more dangerous for
pedestrians because vehicles have a clearer view of
the roundabout and approach at higher speed. The
solution proposed in Part 2 item 4 would merely
serve to make a bad situation far worse. The Town
Forum have proposed a number of measures to
slow traffic down, including a 20 mph speed limit.
The Joint Transportation Board is also considering a
petition to provide a crossing between St Augustine
Church and the car park and a 20 mph speed limit
would provide some alleviation. Of course, slowing
the traffic down can only be an interim solution. It is
wholly unacceptable that a major trunk route should
be allowed to cross a principal pedestrian flow into
the town for the indefinite future. Again, the Urban
Design Framework must contain a requirement for
an alternative route for the A264 as a strategic
necessity.

UDF_39

TWBC Response

It is well understood that this is a difficult
junction. It sits at a key arrival point
(gateway) to the town with a number of
vehicular movements conflicting with
ease of pedestrian movement. It is though
one of the few east- west cross town
routes in the town. Agree that whole A
264 corridor is a key link road which
needs looking at in terms of ease of
vehicular flow but accommodating
convenient and safe pedestrian crossings
along its length

Noted and under consideration. A 20’s
Plenty report has recently been
considered for assessment by Joint
Transport Board. Design solutions can
also be a mechanism to slow traffic.
The transport strategy rather than the
UDF would be the vehicle for such
proposals. Although there is no finance
available in the short /medium term for
any bypass which would need to come
from a national /regional perspective.

Carr’s Corner
We agree with the comment in Paragraph 5.2.30
that “A significant number of people arrive in town
from the east…” The point also needs to be made
that one of the principal pedestrian flows in the town
has to cross a strategic trunk route (A264
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Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 7 – Is Part 2:
Opportunities a useful document
to include?

Question 7a – Comments can be made in the
box below:
mentioned above) without the benefit of traffic lights,
pedestrian crossing, central refuge or anything else.
The back of the shopping centre, facing Victoria
Road may be a hostile environment (paragraph
3.3.8) but the huge volume of heavy vehicles makes
Carr’s Corner a far more brutal environment. The
intimidating nature of heavy vehicles and the danger
to pedestrians crossing the road to get to the station
is mentioned in paragraph 5.3.12 but at least they
have the benefit of 2 traffic light controlled
crossings. The situation at Carr’s Corner is far
worse with a much higher flow of traffic and no
controlled crossings. The problem was exacerbated
when KCC re-designed the roundabout to optimize
the flow for vehicles without any thought being given
to pedestrians. It is now much more dangerous for
pedestrians because vehicles have a clearer view of
the roundabout and approach at higher speed. The
solution proposed in Part 2 item 4 would merely
serve to make a bad situation far worse. The Town
Forum have proposed a number of measures to
slow traffic down, including a 20 mph speed limit.
The Joint Transportation Board is also considering a
petition to provide a crossing between St Augustine
Church and the car park and a 20 mph speed limit
would provide some alleviation. Of course, slowing
the traffic down can only be an interim solution. It is
wholly unacceptable that a major trunk route should
be allowed to cross a principal pedestrian flow into
the town for the indefinite future. Again, the Urban
Design Framework must contain a requirement for
an alternative route for the A264 as a strategic
necessity.

UDF_45

Dr P Whitbourn

The Part 2 Opportunities document would be a
useful one to include, if all the concepts were
desirable. Unfortunately not all are, and there is no
indication of priorities. Also, as mentioned under
question 6, many of the items are not within the
power of the Borough Council to deliver, and can
only be regarded as aspirations.
Further comment on some of the items is attached
on separate continuation sheets [ see below ].
Page 14. Item 3 Calverley Road/Camden Road
This is a very bad idea and should be omitted. The
“White Stuff” building, Camden House, is a building
of character, within the Conservation Area, and is

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

It is well understood that this is a difficult
junction. It sits at a key arrival point
(gateway) to the town with a number of
vehicular movements conflicting with
ease of pedestrian movement. It is though
one of the few east- west cross town
routes in the town. Agree that whole A
264 corridor is a key link road which
needs looking at in terms of ease of
vehicular flow but accommodating
convenient and safe pedestrian crossings
along its length

Noted and under consideration. A 20’s
Plenty report has recently been
considered for assessment by Joint
Transport Board. Design solutions can
also be a mechanism to slow traffic.
The transport strategy rather than the
UDF would be the vehicle for such
proposals. Although there is no finance
available in the short /medium term for
any bypass which would need to come
from a national /regional perspective.

No harm in having aspirations for the
town
The document aims to set out a vision
and aspirations which should not always
be limited by the purview of the local
authority. Delivery will be through a
number of agencies as well as the private
sector.
The document also has the potential to
act as a bid /promotional tool.
1. Illustration is indicative and therefore

not cast in stone.
2. Town Forum Civic Soc. Document

Insert latest scheme
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Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 7 – Is Part 2:
Opportunities a useful document
to include?

Question 7a – Comments can be made in the
box below:

TWBC Response

included in the Local List of Heritage Assets
compiled by the Town Forum and the Civic Society.
The diagonal entrance proposed is inappropriate
and it should not be the role of an Urban Design
Framework to detract from the character of the
Conservation Area. The fringe of traditional
buildings around Royal Victoria Place has been
fundamental to the successful integration of that
large development into the existing urban fabric.

referred to has no status and buildings
have not been rigorously assessed
against adopted criteria. In any event
LHA status would not necessarily
prevent development.
3. Policy AL/RTW19 in SADPD sets out
planning perspective
4. A heritage statement and proper
assessment should be part of any
proposals

TWBC Recommendation

Page 15. Item 4 Carr’s Corner
This item should also be omitted, on the basis that
the scheme would be less satisfactory, visually and
in practical terms, than the present situation.
Pages 16, item 6 Town Square, and 17, Item 7
Church Road/Mount Pleasant Road
The proposed treatments on these two plans are
not consistent with one another.
Pages 18, item 9 Mt Pleasant Road, 19, item 10
“Calverley Park Approach” (should read Calverley
Grounds, not Park) and 20, item 10B (where is
10a?) Great Hall Plaza

Noted that this is a difficult junction.
Illustration is indicative and not cast in
stone but rightly highlights the need to
address rather than ignore it. Final design
may well be somewhat different to that
shown.

Illustrations are indicative and is not cast
in stone. They will evolve and change

Illustrations are indicative and not cast in
stone. They will evolve and change

Replace Park with Grounds.
Renumber 10 as 10A

Again plans not consistent with one another.
Pages 21, item 11 Grove Hill Rd/High Street and
22, item 12 Vale Rd/Station Approach

Illustrations are merely ideas and not cast
in stone. They will evolve and change

Plans also not consistent with one another.
Page 23, item 13 Vale Road, London Road
Illustration is indicative and not cast in
Scheme probably likely to make this difficult junction stone. Any improvement to junction would
be subject to traffic survey. The needs of
worse, with long queues of vehicles tailing back
pedestrians, cyclists, urban design /visual
along Vale Road and in London Road.
aspects should also be part of an
objectively assessed scheme.
Page 25, item 15 King Charles the Martyr
The severing of The Pantiles from the rest of the
town, and the degraded setting of the historic
church of King Charles the Martyr are important
matters that need to be addressed, and this item
should be top of the list of priorities for attention.

The final configuration would need to be
informed by traffic modelling. However it
is considered that there should be a
properly balanced approach with the
The direct link from The Pantiles to the Church, and benefits for pedestrians, cyclists, links to
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Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 7 – Is Part 2:
Opportunities a useful document
to include?

Question 7a – Comments can be made in the
box below:

TWBC Response

the increased forecourt are steps in the right
direction. However, the scheme is second best to
the formation of a proper pedestrian piazza between
The Pantiles and the Church.l I favour an
experimental closing of Nevill Street, with
monitoring on the effects at Forest Road, Bunny
Lane etc, and Frant Road turned back on Warwick
Park. If the traffic readjusts from Sussex
satisfactorily, then this should be the way forward.
Only if not, should this second best scheme be
further considered.

the common, the visual/ public realm
aspects and the setting of heritage assets
all being part of the final assessment.

TWBC Recommendation

Closure of Nevill Street may not actually
be possible due to the height restriction of
the bridge at Eridge Road which restricts
use by high vehicles /buses.
Scheme will refine but should at least
remove the guardrails and is likely to be a
re-balancing as the optimum solution..

Camden Road/Victoria Road/Garden Road
One scheme that does not feature in the Part 2
Opportunities document is the intersection of
Camden Road with Victoria Road and Garden
Road. This is marked as a “Node” on Figure 3.2
Urban Design Appraisal Map on page 11 of the
main document and it should be brought forward as
soon as possible, in order to re-establish the link
between Camden Rd North and South. An “Oxford
Circus” type scheme should be explored, taking
advantage of the present green time to permit a
diagonal crossing for pedestrians, which could be
indicated in the paving treatment. The unsightly
barrier rails should, in my view, be removed, and
the whole space rendered more pedestrian-friendly.
A better crossing here could be a key to the
improvement of Camden Road North.
UDF_53

RTW Town Forum
(Planning & Development
Working Group)

Noted. This is an important junction. But
difficult traffic configuration which was felt
would drive any design scheme rather
than the other way around. There are also
other junctions that could be included eg
Hanover Road /Grosvenor Road, possibly
church Road /London Road.

3. Public Realm Framework: Opportunities
New development opportunities
While there is some useful discussion of minor site
opportunities such as the Stormont Ford site,
discussion of major sites such as the Crescent
Road/Civic site are currently very under-developed
and add little to the proposals already set out in the
Site Allocations DPD. The WG would suggest that
this section either be substantially amplified into
indicative draft master plans or be deleted from the
draft SPD and replaced as a self-standing SPD or
as a further alternative that relevant points be
incorporated in the notes to the 16 design drawings.
In some places the WG took a contrary view to this
draft in its discussion of sites in its response to the
Consultation Draft Site Allocations DPD and would
ask that its detailed and constructive comments on

Production of masterplans would require
significant effort which is outside scope of
this document.

Noted
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Comment
Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 7 – Is Part 2:
Opportunities a useful document
to include?

Question 7a – Comments can be made in the
box below:

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

those sites be cross-referred to the paragraphs A to
G in this draft.
A. Mount Ephraim/Culverden Street: The WG would
encourage a better audit of this site before
dismissing all the existing building stock. A planning
brief is needed to ensure that its unique topographic
and spatial qualities will be enhanced. Moreover the
quarter could offer the opportunity for mixed
residential and work spaces/ start-ups as at the
Bedzed development at Sutton. London is
becoming ever more expensive and the potential for
working away from the capital is already practised
and understood. Tunbridge Wells should identify
such a quarter in order to rebalance away from a
dormitory function.

Audit and significance would be part of
working this site up to a detailed scheme.
Policy AL/RTW 22 already identifies
No.15 Mt Ephraim for possible retention.
Policy is encouraging mixed use including
residential and employment.

C. Crescent Road / Civic Site: The Town Forum has
Noted . An issue for the SADPD.
advocated splitting the proposed area of change
Understood that splitting this policy is
into two sections, one embracing the Civic Complex
under consideration
and the other embracing the area bounded by
Crescent Road, Calverley Road and Monson Road
much of which is in need of regeneration. In the
medium term, the opportunity exists to create a
vibrant new mixed-use development of interlocking
squares and lanes on the footprint of the existing
Crescent Rd car park and adjacent land, with mainly
underground car parking.
D. Cinema Site: See comments at 3.3.17
Noted (p57)
G. Union House: See comments at 3.3.29
Noted. (p50)
Public Realm Opportunities
All the indicative drawings should be updated to
include prospective cycle routes.

Noted. It is proposed to include more
references to cycling

Include more references to cycling

Junction space may limit this aspiration.
Also considered that within the town
centre the overall pedestrian/cycling
network should be enhanced. A shared
space approach is though advocated
rather than introducing dedicated
/segregated regimes.

5. St John’s Gateway

The radial cycling routes of the cycling
strategy link to the town centre.

Strongly support. Currently a particularly poor main

Alternative is to prioritize the junction with
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 7 – Is Part 2:
Opportunities a useful document
to include?

Question 7a – Comments can be made in the
box below:

TWBC Response

approach to the town easily capable of significant
improvement when funds permit. Re-engineering of
the current road surface planes needed for a safer
roundabout.

a turn off into the town centre.

TWBC Recommendation

2. George Square
Broadly support. Consideration needed to reducing
parking to the south to allow a longer right turning
lane onto Mt Ephraim to reduce traffic congestion
on that stretch.

Noted. Final design ideally should
consider the junction of London Road and
Mount Ephraim.

3. Calverley Rd/ Camden Road

Noted,

Support improvements, provided the historic fabric
of 53 Calverley Rd and adjacent buildings is
maintained. Scepticism as to whether Camden Rd
is suitable for the proposed taxi/bus facility which
might be better considered for Victoria Rd and
Grosvenor Rd respectively.

Modified scheme will be included in next
version which may strengthen taxi/bus
provision.

6. Carr’s Corner

There is undoubtedly a very urgent need to improve
pedestrian and vehicle safety. Scepticism over
Accept that this is a key but difficult
whether the crossing at the entrance to Crescent
junction. Scheme is indicative of the need
Road, though highly desirable, is actually feasible in to address.
highway engineering terms.
7. Town Square

Before public realm detail is considered, there
should be further detailed planning of this Area of
Change (see comments at 3.3.12). The indicative
drawing may not create spatial enclosure or create
a sense of place. If future investment went ahead
on this basis it might prevent the later development
of an effective public space. Once these
fundamental issues are resolved, paving surfaces
should take account of the successes and failures
of the Five Ways improvements relying more on the
traditional pavers which characterise Tunbridge
Wells. Similarly, a key decision is first required
about future routing of buses before any changes to
bus shelters.

Key space in the town centre which
should create a sense of place and define
the town. These aspects should inform
each other.

Having buses is now the subject of a
specific study and will feed into the final
design.

7. Church Road/ Mt Pleasant
Broadly support further work with more emphasis on
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Name/ Organisation

Question 7 – Is Part 2:
Opportunities a useful document
to include?

Question 7a – Comments can be made in the
box below:

TWBC Response

spatial enclosure and sense of place.

Noted

8. Mt Pleasant

Properly constructed tree pits to obviate
ground heave and ensure health of trees.

TWBC Recommendation

Broadly support further work with more emphasis on
spatial enclosure but caveat about systematically
Noted -appropriate selection of species
replacing all existing healthy mature trees rather
that will obviate this.
than phasing replacement over a number of years.
Any new tree planting will need regular ongoing
maintenance especially watering for a number of
years (at least 5-10). Although they have a strong
connection with Tunbridge Wells, the use of lime
trees shouldnot be overdone as some varieties
have adverse effects on bees.
9. Calverley Grounds Approach

Broadly support.
10B. Great Hall Piazza
This should be consolidated with 10 above. The
more imaginative design for a piazza with a central
focus put forward as part of the So Make a
Difference campaign should be given serious further
Agree
consideration. This should be treated as a priority
area as it creates an important first impression on
arriving in Tunbridge Wells by train.
10. Grove Hill Rd/ High Street

We prefer the more developed duplicating design in
item 12 below which appears more pedestrianfriendly and a much greater improvement to the
townscape. An additional pedestrian crossing
should be incorporated in the design between the
station approach and High Street junction in any
event, as apparently shown in design 12.

These are indicative thoughts. These are
a difficult series of junctions and spaces.
It is essential to respect the few east –
west traffic routes but manage the conflict
this currently has with the north –south
pedestrian movements.

12. Vale Rd/ Station approach
We prefer this to the design in 11 and would
strongly support it.
13. Vale Rd/ London Rd
The WG would oppose a signalised junction that
would worsen traffic congestion. Also, the safe and
appropriate location of pedestrian crossing(s) and/or Noted. The intention is to explore the
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Number

Name/ Organisation

Question 7 – Is Part 2:
Opportunities a useful document
to include?

Question 7a – Comments can be made in the
box below:

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

refuges requires further research over desire lines
suitable reconfigurations of this junction
and sight lines and may require some adjustment to
the pattern of footpathsemerging from the Common.
However, the proposed rationalising of roads and
substantial enhancement of the green spaces in a
more coherent way (which should include tree
planting) is most welcome.
14. London Rd Crossings

Noted

Strongly support, in line with recommendations
made in the Town Forum report “Developing our
Green Network”.
15. King Charles the Martyr
Strongly support public realm improvements but
opposed to increasing congestion on the A26
London Road or Frant Road by introducing a
signalised junction. Reservations about the safety of
moving the light controlled crossing at Nevill Street
(which is already nearly blind to motorists
approaching from the north) nearer to the London
Road junction. Also we are not convinced that the
new urban space would be suitablefor sitting
because of significant traffic noise and air pollution,
but it would improve the amenity setting of King
Charles the Martyr, the town’s most historically
significant building.

Requires a balanced design solution
which addresses a series of objectives.
Including heritage, urban design and
movement for all users.

16. Linden Park Road Crossing
Strongly support but will need to be carefully
integrated with the overall redevelopment plan for
the Union House site.

UDF_62

Mr Robert Atwood

No

Noted

Inadequate as it stands – please see my attached
See earlier
paper [ comments on Part 2 Opportunities within the
attached paper as follows ]:
Part 2, page 7 mentions the possibility of including
“some of the retail needs” of the town in the civic
site redevelopment. Great care is needed on this
point which has been and remains highly
controversial. In particular, any retail study used as
a basis for any such development proposal needs to
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Question 7 – Is Part 2:
Opportunities a useful document
to include?

Question 7a – Comments can be made in the
box below:

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

recognise the strongly changing buying habits of
today’s younger generation. Tunbridge Wells has
thrived partly because of its eclectic mix of nonchain store shops. Other locations, including our
own North Farm, already provided opportunities for
those that wish to visit the latter. The Town Centre,
to which this document refers, should be reserved
for the former smaller stores.
[ see Comment No. UDF_56 for whole paper]
UDF_64

Mr Andrew Lohmann

Yes

Sustainablity should be the overriding concern.
Buildings such as Union House can continue to be
used and appreciated in a different way. A way of
appreciating that building as an example of a past
style. In a similar way the Starline depot in the
former Greenline terminus could have been kept it
had been looked after even though it might have
been considered ugly.
G. Union House – Does not necessarily need to be
demolished if a less energy and raw materilal
alternative can be found. Evenso I can see why it
and so many other builds of there time in retrospect
can be seen as ugly. But The Morrisons (SafeWay)
multistory car park has always been ugly named
“Coldits” in the K&S Courier at the time of
construction. Take care change or new does not
necessarily mean better.

Noted. Consensus though advocates its
removal.

1. St. Johns Road – agree but extend the zone to
Southborough.
6. Pedestrian centred space like what has been
done so far. I like the extension proposed. It should
include cycling but 99ncouraging low speed.

Cycling wording to indicate strategy

Include cycling wording to indicate
draft strategy

12. My comment in part 1. And above on the Rail
station/Morrisons
UDF_69

Mr Chris Parker

Yes

Public Realm Opportunities – 1. St John’s
Gateway
Transforming the current sad entrance to TW is long
over due.
Increasing pedestrian foor fall might even lift the
down and heal shops on Grosvenor road

This is to be hoped and help integrate the
area into the town

On going husbandry of the street scape would

Detailed matter beyond scope of UDF
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Question 7 – Is Part 2:
Opportunities a useful document
to include?

Question 7a – Comments can be made in the
box below:

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

assist. While resurfacing the road the broken
3x3metre sign on Grosvenor road my be set straight
UDF_75

Tunbridge Wells District
Committee Campaign to
Protect Rural England

UDF_85

Nathaniel Lichfield for
Carraway Tunbridge Wells

Yes

However, care must be taken not to devote too
Balance with needs of motorists.
much funding to cosmetic issues. There needs to be
a stronger emphasis on pedestrians and cyclists.
This could bring real benefits in health, fitness and
air quality, and could limit the relentless rise in
Noted and agreed
vehicular congestion that would other- wise occur.
Yes – subject to the comments below.
New Development Opportunities
B Royal Victoria Place/ Camden Road (Page 6)
We generally support the wording of this policy
Not policy
which reflects the aspirations for development on
this site for leisure/ retail mixed use scheme. We
request that reference to the Market Place is
deleted from the sub-section relating to principles of
development as it does not merit any particular
emphasis to this document; it is too prescriptive
In accord with wording of policy AL/RTW
meaning the guidance is not effective and could
19 in SADPD
mean it cannot be implemented.
Summary – delete “ particularly centres on the
market place ”.

Modify wording to reflect all the
opportunities

Public Realm Opportunities
Calverley Road/ Camden Road (Page 14)
We support the analysis of the context and the
identified proposals for the Calverley Road/
Camden Road public realm. These provide a
sensible and clear set of general principles to guide
future proposals for development and the public
realm. We agree the way in which the associated
diagram is presented is correct; in line with the
purpose of the Framework, the guidance does not
provide detailed proposals for specific streets or
sites. We generally support what is trying to be
achieved on the public realm and we generally
support a reconfigured mall creating a stronger and
better defined thoroughfare at this end of Calverley
Road. The public realm concept would provide
orientation and stronger identity and strengthen
linkage between Calverley Road and Camden
Road. Nevertheless, the diagram is supported only

Noted. Exactly the intention
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Question 7 – Is Part 2:
Opportunities a useful document
to include?

Question 7a – Comments can be made in the
box below:

TWBC Response

TWBC Recommendation

on this general basis and must not be applied
prescriptively.
Summary – we support the approach taken and
the form it is presented.
UDF_94

Mr A C Blackman

Neither Yes nor No

PR1. (i) The idea of creating a " gateway " is
interesting but unless it is repeated at all the other
main entrances to the two, it seems rather an
extravagance, not least as the main route to the
town at this point is surely down Grosvenor Road,
yet each 'arm' of the 'Y' junction seems to have
been treated the same.

Other ideas have A26 as the main route
with a turn off to the town centre.
Noted. Will apply best value and use
materials appropriately

(ii) The distinctive paving also seems a waste of
money at this junction as it will soon be worn
away/discoloured by all the through traffic on along
the A26/A264 that is simply passing through the
town (as there is no alternative route).
(iii) more fundamentally this length of Mount
Ephraim, between the existing Grosvenor Road
roundabout and the London Road/A264 junction, is
one of the most frequent bottle-necks in the town. In
the absence of any town centre gyratory/ringroad/by-pass proposals, the narrowing of Mount
Ehpraim here to enable on-street parking outside
Stormont Ford's site seems likely to make matters
worse and potentially jam up the whole town, not
Detailed design matter.
least as the redevelopment of the former K&S
Hospital site will generate additional traffic
Land values, landowners expectations,
movements. If and when Stormont Ford's site is
may not support this.
redeveloped, an off-street car park could be
provided as part of that redevelopment - indeed it
could have been provided as part of the Hospital
redevelopment - a missed opportunity.
(iv) so rather than narrowing the length of Mount
Ephraim it should be made into 3 lanes, with all the
existing car parking re-provided off-street. The three
lanes would enable a full right-turn lane to be
provided at both ends (ie. the roundabout end and
the London Road/A264 junction) to help reduce the
bottle-necking.

This would have effect of speeding up
traffic, consequential safety concerns,
severance of business and retail uses,
environmental /air quality concerns.

(v) the northern exit from Grosvenor Road to the
roundabout also needs to be retained with 2 lanes one for left turns, the other for right turns.
(vi) if a ' gateway ' feature is required then perhaps

Thoughts noted. Vertical features would
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a high-level arch across this end of Grosvenor Road also be a mechanism to define the ‘arrival
with "Welcome to Tunbridge Wells" might be more
point’
of a feature?
PR2. (i) As stated above (PR1) - disagree with
making more parking provision by narrowing Mount
Ephraim as it is likely to make traffic flows worse.
(ii) Also disagree with what appears to be
pedestrianisation in front of " The George " (as
was). You do not seem to be aware that having
imposed "no right turn" at the Mount
Ephraim/London Road junction, the existing road
layout enables U-turns in front of " The George " to
gain access to Mt. Ephraim Road (and avoid longer
alternatives that simply mean more pollution
through more vehicle mileage).

Noted. This would be taken into account
in any detailed designs
Goal is to create a visual and ‘village
square’ focus for this part of town.

PR4. (i) Removing the roundabout seems likely to
create long queues for traffic trying to exit the town
Yes. This may be consequence and will
along Calverley Road and Lansdowne Road
deter rat-running on these particular
particularly at rush-hour, when the main flows along
roads, thereby improving environment.
Crescent Road-Pembury Road will have priority.
(ii) Also this will mean three right-turn queues
westbound along Calverley Road in a very short
length of road that could easily merge into each
other at peak times, and further restrict vehicles
trying to turn right out of Calverley Park Gardens,
Lansdowne Road and Calverley Road (from the
town centre).

Traffic modelling required. May indeed
restrict free right hand movements

PR6. The drawings are unclear but appear to create
This is inbuilt traffic calming and might
just a 2-lane road (ie. one lane in each direction)
deter unnecessary traffic, if it has to wait
north-south between Church Road and Monson
until a bus moves off
Road, then unless the bus stops are in 'lay-bys'
these proposals seem likely to cause traffic chaos if
other vehicles cannot pass buses that are settingdown/picking-up passengers.
PR7. The junction design seems different north of
the crossroads from that shown in PR6. Which are
These are illustrative only
you consulting on or is it a choice between the two?
PR10. (i) Do not understand how this will
remove/reduce pedestrian/vehicle conflict if the
Calverley Park approach is paved over - this would
actually seem to result in the opposite effect by
confusing both drivers and pedestrians as to

Extending the paving as a shared space
regime. ie basically a pedestrian space
with slow speed traffic accessing parking
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whether it's a road or a pavement.

etc

(ii) what does " role of side roads effectively parking
" mean?

Roads that are essentially car parks

TWBC Recommendation

PR10B. (i) The concept drawing seems different
from the part shown in PR10. Which are you
consulting on or is it a choice between the two?
This area is in b need of a radical rethink
(ii) It is also very unclear where the taxis will park as as a transport interchange between
they already 'take over' this area at peak train travel trains, taxis, buses. Drawing is merely
times to the detriment of other road-users.
illustrative.
PR11 & 12. These appear to be different concept
drawings for the same area - but neither appears to
offer any solutions for the main vehicular traffic
conflicts ie. vehicles trying to exit the station and
High Street, which in turn create problems for
pedestrians trying to cross the same junctions.
Have you considered mini-roundabouts or traffic
lights?

These are indicative thoughts for key
junction. It is essential to respect the few
east –west traffic routes in the town but
manage the conflict this currently has with
the north –south pedestrian movements
and station interchange. All solutions will
be explored

PR13. A single road junction with traffic lights is a
potential improvement, but unless these traffic lights Noted. Should be part of the design of an
are linked to the other traffic lights along London
integrated system.
Road in a 'managed system' it may make matters
worse for traffic trying to exit Vale Road at peak
times when London Road is often nose-to-tail in
both directions.
PR14. Support, provided the road surface is level ie. Noted. This is the A26 therefore it would
not a raised 'table' crossing.
be unlikely that a raised table would be
acceptable. Demarcation through
PR15. (i) Signalisation to replace the existing
materials will highlight the nature of a
roundabout may help traffic flows at peak times,
‘courtesy crossing’
particularly out of Nevill Street, but at present the
southern end of the High Street bans right-turns so Noted. This particular manoeuvre would
any vehicles wanting to travel northwards up
have to be taken o into account in final
London Road have to turn round at the roundabout. proposals.
How will make this manoeuvre if the roundabout is
replaced with traffic lights?
(ii) One solution might be for them to be directed to
turn at the roundabout at the bottom of Major Yorks
Road, but in my view that is one on the most
dangerous junctions in the town, and ought to be
signalised before any of the others that are being
proposed. Indeed I am surprised that there are no
concept drawings for this junction as it is the mean

Possibly, but this is one several junctions
not illustrated. Knock on effect of
schemes on the network will need to be
understood and taken into account.
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route to the Pantiles from the East Grinstead road
(A264).
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